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ABSTRACT

Previous experiments have shown that an ocean surface represents a

strong source ofhigh-frequency (HF) backscatter. 'The atilhor has used'

a :2.5 km receiving antenna array--the world's thrgest--to study such

backscatter both ,from the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean. The

nalrow beamwidth-of this antenna ('1/3 deg average), together wifth SFCW

sounding, confer unusually good azimuth and time-delay (range)-resolution.

The, resuiting detail: and clarity has, made.possible more precise quanti-

tat:Lve studies -of sea backscatter. A -particular goal of these studies is

to develop a method of locating storms,, or areas of unusual calm.

,During routine sweep-frequency recordings, it was -found that the

- high-resolution data revealed a ,iew 'type 'of amplitude variation--periodic

in b9th time-delay and ira4io frequency--which roughly resembled large

thumbprints on the te-delay-versus-frequency .plts. This was clearly

L+ *a new phenomenon, seen only durihg the fall and' winter months. It-was

'hypoqthesized that magnetoionic splitting in-the ioibsphere produced a

polarization-.rotation modulation on thereceived backscatter sAgnals and

that the continuity ,of thje sea crosg-section pqlarizE tion dependence was

responsible for making'the lines visible only in backscatter from the 'sea.

Theoretical development of this, hypothesis led to simple trigono--

-metric expressions which describe the received voltage. Using an approxi-

mate ,computer raytracing technique, and representative ionospheric :models,

s.-nthetic obackscatterf records 'were constructed which agree 'very well withz

the "thumbprint" line-families observed experimentally. Tile domputer-.

aided predictions als6 showed that the inabilify to detect "polarization

modulation" during the summer is due to the .mOre sensitive dopendencb of
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polarization rotation -upon frequency, time-delay', and azimuth -duriIg

that season.

Conclusive proofP of ,the theory, came when the transmitted polariza-

,tion was changed while successive frequency sweeps were recorded. ien

the transmitter polarization 'is switched from vertical to approximately

circolar, the, "'thumbprint" lines: in the time-delay-vs-frequency data are

usuallyblurred, When "fixed -frequency, amplitude-vs-time-delay data

were recorded, and when the polarization at the transmitter is switched

from vertical to- horizontal, thq shift in the positions of the ,efih6ncements

in. slant range correlated vry well with the 'theory-.

When the equiVal.ent -beamwidth of the 2.5'kin array is brpadened from

1/2 to 4 deg the polarization modulation is usualiy undetectable. Exam-

ination of azimuth.-scanned, -fixed-frequeficy measurements -andj* their

,theoretically-synthesized counterparts explained, this beamwidth depend-

ence very well. 'It was found that a beamwidth ,as small as '2 deg is not

likely to be sufficient ,to resolve polarization m Julation on an cast-west

badkscatt'er path, which prob'bly' explains why the effect wasnot .positively

identified -in data taken before the fuse of the 2.5 km array. These con-

dlusiofts do snot necessarily ap'ply, o north-south backscattei paths,

howevei-.,

The measurements .showed tha4, the variation in backscatter 'Implitude

can easily be as much as 10 dBV and this also was predicted theoretically.

Therefore, any mcda'uremient of cianges in sea roughness ve'rsus di'tauce,

made with high sounder resolutrion must account for "polarization modula-

'tion," since it tefids to alter the, otherwise smbothiyavarying amplitude

of the backscatter with slant range, azimuth, and frequency. -It was shown,

however:, that the effect 'df this new modulation can be coitrolled by suit-

ably modifying the polarizat-ion of the transmitting antenna'.
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F

I. INTRODUCTI ON

A. PURPOSE

High-frequency (HF) radio waves which propagate to:-or across the

earth's sIr-face are feund-'to scatter from rough-,areas thereon. 'In

particular, it is known that an irregular ocean surface 'provides an

excellent backscatter reflector, Thus, obliquely-ificident HF radio

waves can reflect from sea waves and then return to, the vicinity of the

transmitter,. The -purpose -of the research,describbd, in thi"s report _was'

to investigate a new type of "modiulatcon" oh sea-backscatter ecnoes'.

This type of modulation causes the- amplitude of the backscatter to pass

-through 'successive peaks, and- nulls in- the dimensions of range ( tim e

-delay), azimuth, -and radio frequency, The new modul-ation was first p0r-

trayed--by- families. 'of lines 'of signal enhanfcemefit resembling thhiibprints

on swept-frequency sea-backscatter :redoids.- This remarkable -phenomo::en

was evealed. whefi a linear receiving aitenna array 2.5 km- long was- put

'into operation in central 'California- by Stanford- University.

A specific pukpqse of the investigation was to -verify a -hypqthesis

that the newly-discovered mndula-ei0n is caused by the' rotation of the

i- - olarizatio of ionospherically-propagated- radio waves which illuminate

ranh scatter from a given-area of -the -sea. .Additi6paliy, i-t -was desired-

to study the limitations, imposed by antenna: beamwidti on ability to

detect the new sea-backsdatter modulation. An aim of the work was to

afford, means for identifying the "polarization modl'ation," and thereby

to make possible better control of sea-backscatter amplitude, and- to

d a id in the intdrpret-ation of ionospherically propagated sea backscatter

using -high -azimuthal resolution.



B. BACKGROUND

i. onos pli'rically -Propagated Backscatter

The term "high-frequency -backscatter" is used to describe the

following process: A pulse of radio-wave energy is sent out f'rom a

transmitter. After a d6_lay on th, order of 0 to 50 msec some of that

energy is received while the transmi'ttor is off. This implies that the

energy has returned, after reflection from a distant object. The des-

cription- of this- process centers upon the. comparison of the -received

epergy -with, the transmitted energy wave, form, together with the delay

before the received energy is -recoraed. At 4high Irequencies

(between,.3 and 30- hUz), the energy can propagate via- line df sight

(ground wave) or via one or more ionfospheric reflections. Because- of

the-latteri- one may observe, backscatter from, irregulari-ties on the

earth's- surface ,(such as mountains, or sea waves) out ,to distances far

-beyond 'the visuril hori:2on--on the order of 3,000 miles -and' more. I-t is

also possible that "blobs" of- enhanced ionization- will act as reflectors.

Figure 1 illustrates this process schematically. The -present w*ork con-

corns the ionospheric mode of backscatter propagation from the sea surfce.

Measurements of iFfbackscatter date back to the late 1920's,

when- investigators first recorded pulse eclo returns with unusually 'long

,time cIelays. in, 1926, Breit and Tuvb [Ref. 11' prdved that a "conducting,

layer" existed, in the atmosphere, and' it was proposed in ,the same year

by I. A. "Watson-Watt that this layer be called the "ionosphere" [Ref. 2

In 1927' Ekersley [Ref. 3j recordedi pulse returns from longer ranges than

were typical from the ionosphere. In 1928+-29, Taylor and Young LRefs. 4, 5:i

observed the same 'phenomena and decided 'that the echoes probably came

from the earth's surface via an ionospheric reflection. They also reported

that backscatter from the direction of 'the sea was unusually strong.

A great deal of debate then ensued in the literature'i as to whether

or not the returns actually came 'from the earth, rather than from

2
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SOUNDERD),. kWV ~-EARTH SCATTERERS r~KY

'Figure 1. -rorms of backscatter.,
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irregularities in the ionosphere. (Wilkins and Sherman, [Ref. 6, 1957],

give a history of these de-elopments.) -The arguments- wer'e finally resolved

in 1951,, when Peterson [Ref. 7) and Dieminger [Ref. 8) almost concur-

rently pioved that what was -termed "2 X F" scatter (-that seen most, often)

was due to backscatter from irregularities on the earth's surface. In

the same year, Abel and EdwardcIs [Ref, 9) used a beacon transponder 'to

treturn signals from 700 to 2,000 miles distant, and by this means showed

that the backscat-ter originated from the ear'th and traveled- via the

ionosphere. There is still evidence that some backscatter comes directly

from toilospheric irregularities, both in the E and F regions. The latter

type of scattering is rare and has 'no bearing -on the present iork. It is

also true that electron-density irregularities ("blobs") in the ionospheie

wi2,l disturb the peopagaiion of radio waves betweei the soijn'er and the

earlth's surfpce, and hence will affect the-amlitude of the 'earth 'back-

scatter . The latter- effct will be discussed in Chapter IV.

2. Comparison -of Land and Sea Ba ckscatter

Eariy compaiisons of land-,and sea backscatter by. Vi-llard and

Peterson [Refs. 10, 11, i952] revealed essentially no difference between

the two. In 1956, McCue" [Ref. 12) observed that land was probably the

better scatterer, but his sbunder illuminated h rather rough, hilly

terrain; from which 'le identified a -mountain, echo, and his,',results

below 30 deg elevation angle are difficult to interpret-. In contrast,

'Ranzi [Refs. 13, 14., 1959-62) reported 'that sea- backscatter propagated

by the F layerwas much stronger than that frdm land* with smooth terrain.

During this isame period -cf time, llagn [Ref. 15], using 'an airplane,

measured backscatter directly from several earth sources and fdund that,

at elevat-ion angles above 10 deg, the "scattering cross section
!' per unit

4 .



,area, Go, -was on the average about a hundred times 'stronger for the 'sea

than for the land". Hagn used a 1 Psec pulse length;, which is much shorter

-than is normally iealized i-n ionospheric sounding-.

In 1965, Steele [Refs. 16, 17] reported the results of a well cali-

brated-experiment in which he measured the difference between land and

sea backscatter. Using a comparatively broad-beamed antenna and long

(600.psec)r pulses, he determined that ao(sea)- ; 10 do(land)- for eleva-

tion angles higher than -0-deg., These results agree roughly with those

obtained 'by,-Ranzi and Hagn, and for elevation angles above 10 deg they

represent probably the most reliable measurement of the average difference

between- sea and -land backscatter yet reported. There is still need of

accurate measuremeits of Oo(sea) vs ao(land) below 10 deg elevation

angle.

-Washburn. tRefs. 18, 191-has obtained absolute numbers of a (land)
- '- 0

using, the same apparatus as the author of the ,present work. Washburn

has conjectured that the average- scattering cross section per unit area

- -5-from land is of the order of 10 ts: U( jwith discrete excursions in

-1
-a rising, to- 10 near mountains.

0

3. ,S6a -Backscafter

-To date in the open literature,, Values of sea backscattering

cross section per -unit area at -IF have beenm measured t0- be 10 - by

Ingalls, and Stone ,[Ref. 20] and 10 - 5 to 10 - 4 by-Hagn [Ref. 15]. The

author [Ref. 22] used- a new method for calibrating the a of the sea,

and obtained a value close to 10. i the 'Gulf -of Mexico. It is clear

* A very useful parameter for defining the ref-lect ug magnitude of a,

scatterer is, its "scattering cross -section" per -unit area, ao , which

is- defined as- a/A0 , where -a is the total scatteriiig cross section and-
AO is the illuminated area. G is defined as the powver reflected from
the scatterer, divided by the incident, power density, and is usually
expressed in- square meters.

-5
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that more such measurements are needed-; however, i-t is already apparent

that the sea surface -represents a much more continuous scatterer at HF-

than does the land.

The '"doppler dependence" of the sea echo--i.e. , the way in which

the traveling sea -waves. shift the frequency of the backscattered radio

waves--was observed and explained by Crombie b1ef,. 22] in 1955. The

same type of ;doppler dependence was observed in 1956 by Anderson [Ref. 23),

in 1957 by Dowden [Ref. 2,1], Ian i961 by Ranzi [Ref. 25), and by many

others. All observiltions,,gi'ee with Crombie's, and point out that the

sea-backscatter doppler -spect'um is usually conf-ined 'to just two frequency

components, located by equal amounts above and below the illuminating radio

frequency. These components are direct-ly related to the ,value of tlie

radio, frequency, so that they, may be predicted with good confidence.

(see Chapter II). A dramatic utllization of the sea!,s doppler was shown

by Blair et al. [Rei. 26) in, 1969. The backscatter from the land

was separated from that from the sea in both time delay and azimuth by

virtue of the difference in doppler, so that a map of Florida tcould be-

visualized. With regard to the correlation between the doPplei spectrum

and sea state, it wis slown by 'rTveten [Ref. 27) and Ward [Ref. 28]-that

ionospherically-lpropagated sea-backscatter spectra -manifested second-

order doppler components which seem to increase in size witth sea state.

Crombie (private communication) is also studying this propexty by

measuring giound-wave-pi'opagated sea, backscatter.

Very little experimental -data have been accumulated to show the

polarization dependence of a (sea) at high frequencies. Ranzi [Refs. 13,
0

14] concluded in 1961 that the sea's reflection was 26 dB stronger for

vertical as compared- with horizontal polarization. In 1965, Steele

Luefs. 16: 17) reported a "knee" effect in the backscatter from the sea

as the lower elevation angles were Ipproached, which- he associated ,wjLth

tile pseudo-Brewster angle of tile sea's reflection for vertical polarization.

6
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Steele's results may be, interpreted by assuming that the sea ,backscatter

at HF is .primarily verticalLy polar ized at the lower elevation angle.

Further measu'ements of the. polarization dependence of 6-(sea) ,are, greatly
o

needed, however, as is --detbrmination of its relation to sea state and,

to the radio frequency. Chapter II .will discuss a theory which bag, been,

found- to agree with--measuremefits of a.(sea), and which includes terms
0

for the polarization dependence of- the sea echo.

C. APPROACH

The author 'has had the privilege of'!beifg the first to, use the

world's largest HF receiving -antenna (to be described- later), wi-th which,

resolution affbrded by this antenna, greater detail and claritty in baik-

scatter data.can-now b6 realized than were previously possible,. It has

therefore become of maj6r interest to determine whether the state of the

sea can be estimated 'by studying'-its backscatter characteiistics through

use of the large antenna. Such information would provide distdnt warning,

of storm activity at sca, or one might also be, able -to locate areas -of

unusual calm. In this regard, current effort is directed toward the
measurement of the sea's backscattdring cioss section -ppr unit areaand'

- its polariiation dependence At HY. Future work shduld include the study

of -the sea's second-rorder -doppler backscatter, which'(on, the basisof

-previous-research) shouid yield a more sefisitive indicator of sea state.

A-second topic of great scientific'interest has- beeur the study o- the

general differences between land and sea backscatter that are revealed by

high, -zimuthal resolution,

During the- -ourse of these-studies, a new type of -moduIation on the

sea backscatter echoes was discovered'. This, modulation was found to be

unique to .backscatter- from the yea-, 'and appears -only when a-very large

sounding afitenna is utilizd,. The ap earance -of -this modulation initiated

~7
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* a thorxugh study S it's source, -which -Is shown to be thle rotation of thle

polarization of received backscajtorfd ruidio- waves-,

Trlo proseirt report %%ill pr!oceed first to establish a- reasonable',

- model for the sea's backscattcring c1foss, section per tuni t area at 11R.

-Next -thle -experimental equiipnient, system parameters, and antennas used

*-to verify this model will be- described; after which, data will be shown,

whichi displray the new type of modulation. A fairly rigorous theory wili

be set cdown to explain thle way in which polarization rotation can cause

,tile modulat-jon, -and anl approximate computer raytracing method will1 be

* used to-'synthesize the effect bn~ model backscatter data. The last

chApter of the report will give conclusive expexkillental 'proof that-

thle -newly observed modulation is caused by polarizatio-n-x~otatioh-
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Il. A MODEL FOR SEA BACKSCATTER

It was noted in Chapter I that not enough experimental measurement

of HiF ao(sea) characteristics has been made. Most notably, the polar-

*ization dependence of sea backscatter has not been measured to good ac-

curacy. Fortunately,, a- very good mathematical model for the sea has

been derived -by others. -It is now intended to review this theory in

order to stpplement our experimental knowledge. A model for sea back-

scatter will then be summarized.

A. -BACKGROUND

1. The '-Resonant" Character of, Sea Badicscatter

Early attempts to derive a theory for-sea backscatter, such

as 'Hoffman's ,[Ref., 30, 1955], -were helpful-, but did not solve the prob-

lem in general,. In -particular, it be.ne -known--first by Crombie-

'[Re6f. 221--that the sea's backscatter-doppier spectrum contained well-

defined frequency components- whose values were dependent upon the radio

frequency., Cr6mbie said that any wind-driven sea wpuld manifest a

continuous spectrum of sea wave lengths, L (up to a maximum)--each of

which would travel at a different velocity (see below and Kinsman-'s

excellent book [Ref. 313 for details on this). Therefore, Crombie pos-

ulated that the sea acted as a diffraction grating, vhereby the waves

'spaced by multiples of half the radio wavelength X (i.e. L = X/2,

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), did most of the scattering, .and -hence -determined

the value- of the dis-rete doppler shifts induced onto the sea echoes.

Physically, this meant that the backscatter from adjacent waves would

add uip, in phase, whereas that from waves ,with -other periods would not.

'9



Mathematically, Crombie observed the following: the velocity, v, of a

sea gravity wave whose crests are spaced by L meters is gi-ven by

v - L

where g is the gravitational acceleration- 'hen the doppler shift

(frequency shift) 8f produced by such a seit waye on a radio wave of

wavelength X which, is reflected by this Wave is :given by

6f 2 =2

where I = n%/2, n = 1, 2, 3, ... , and the (+) sigh denotes waves*

traveling tc-gard the sounder,. and- (-) away. Crombie's data agreed.

well with this theory. The- strongest component in the backscatter

(by far) was that for n = i- or L = X/2), which will be denoted "first-

order scatterifig." Data taken by other investigators agree with' this,

but-as- -mentioned above, the scatter for n,= 2, 3, ... is also being

-seen. It is hoped to correlate the Amplitude of these "second-order"

doppler shifts with- st6rm areas.

The equation for 8f must be modified by obiquity factors whn a-
bistatic sounder is tised, -and when elevation angles are not low, 'Tis
-correction am6unts to calculating the effective sea wavelength, L, viewed-
by the sounder; but this operation is straightfor,.,ard and consistent
-with the above mechanism.

- I1



2. The Ocean-Wave 'Energy Spectrum

The sketch in Fig. 2* is included to help visualize Crombie's

observation of the "reson., 't" character of sei gravity waves 'when they

backscatter. Here, the approximate behavior of the sea's energy (pro-

portional to the square of the wave height) is plotted as a function

of the Inverse sea wavelength (1/L), assuming various wind speeds. The

region of -1/L which satisfies L = X/2 over the 11F band ("first-order

scattering") is shown. The energy spectrum shown in Fxg. 2 assumes, that

for a given curve, its correspondifig wind speed -has been sustained for

a long enough -period of time and has blown, over a sufficiently large

area (the "fetch"), to achieve stable conditions. The spectrum is some-

what idealized in this regaird, since it assumes that large sea wave

"swells " are not present except ,t-extremely strong wind spee(dIs. In

fact, lhowever, storms at sea can generate these lar~ge "swell" ,wave

trains whiel Qaii propaga'te for hundreds of miles into an area which

woulc otherwise be calm. One must then add- the -energy in the swells to

the appropriate curve in fig. 2, at the cori'cct inverse wavelength of

the swell. Backscatt6r effects due to the presence of high-energy

swells appear not to be common; but Muldrew [Ref. 32] believes that he

recorded backscatter from such swells in the Atlantic Ocean, and Chapter

IV -discusses this further. For the present we may disregard- their

effect entirely.

Therefore,. referring again to lzig. 2', we note that for wind,, speeds

greater than about 10 to 15 knots, the wave heights, which co ntribute to

the first-order hIF scattering (I. X/2) inci'ease very slowly. When this

* This sketch is very similar to-one shown by Wetzel (Naval Research

Lab., Washington, D.C.) in an unpublished paper entitled "HF Sea Scatter

and Ocean Wave Spectra". The author of the present report benefited

greatly by reading -this work and discussing it with its, author.

12
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Figure 2. Energy, 'spectrum of sea waves.
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condition is reached, the sea is said to be "saturated.." It, is then

clear -from, this model that for winds greater than 15 Mnots the L = A/2

waves will present a nearly constant surface to tht$ incident radio

waves which backsca ter from them. This ,will usually not be true foi

the L = X, 3X/2, 2X, ... woves, however, so that for the higher wind

speeds the "second-order" doppler components in the sea echoes can in-

crease--which is observed exierimentally.

'It is also known thAt the spectrum of a given patch of wind-driven

sea is directional., Its energy is maximum in the direction the wind

blows, and zero in the opposite direction. To first or'der this direct-

ionality can be nim.d!3led by multiplying the energy spectrum by a direct-

ionality factor' such as ,cos for I I r T/2, where 0 is the angle be-

tween the direction of wind propagation and the direction of interest,

at, dthe energy is zero for all other 0. (See Ref. 31 for more details).

It -will usually be true, however, that an average patch, of ocean will

contain waves coming. from many different directions; so that a direction-

al spectrum would(1 be difif::cult to measure, especially ,when the wave com-

ponents have reached saturation-..

B. THE GENERAL TIIEORY FOR SEA BACKSCA 'ER

In view -of the discussion above, the consideratioi of how the sea

sc-tters radio waves' at HF is greatly simplified. Specifically, the sea

exhibits a "resonance" characteristic, whereby the wavelengths-L = X/2

are usually found to -produce most of the scattering. This is consistent

with the mechanics of ocean waves, and one may conclude that for HF

backscattering the sea surface roughness does not appear to be random,

but rather, ft -is smooth and periodic.

In 1965, Wetzel (private communication)-used the "Kirchoff approxi-

mation" in rough-s'irface scatter theory, and with the Neuman spectrum

14



he showed that the 4ea should scatter primarily at the predicted z/2 wave

spacings,,with an average cross section per unit area, ao, of'3(lO- 3) at

saturation, alongor opposite to xhe-wind's direction. This value changes

little over the HF band. He showed that when the radio waves illuminated

the sea wave train in the direction of the latter's energy propagation,

the doppler was;minus:. Likewise when viewing the waves "head on," the

doppler is plus. All this agrees with experiment and intuition; but this

approach does not account for the polarization dependence of the sea'back-

scatter (although Wetzel thought that there should be such a dependence).

A theory utilizing the "Raylbigh-Rice perturbation method" has

been developed, however, which-does yield the polarization dependence of

the sea backscattering cross section perunit area. There is a long and

detailed'history underlying this approach, and many have used it. The

author is inclined to employ the results of Barrick and Peake [Refs. 33,

34), who seem to have used the theory agreat deal. The theory is valid

for small roughness scales relative to-a radiowavelength. By examining

the wave haight ('energy-)-spectrum for a satu-ated sea, one can sh6w

that for :backscatter at HF from gravity waves and at microwave fre-

quencies fr6m capillary waves, it is true that this roughness criterion

is usually satisfied. (Barrick- private communication.)

After some inspection, it is seen tha- Barrick and Peake's results

are almost equivalent to Wetzel's, when, onie multiplies the latter by a

function which accounts for polarization dependence. From Ref. 34, this

function is sin 2I, where * is the angle oi elevation,- and t, is,

given in the paper referred to. For a perfect conductor, aI N is equal

to (i + cos 2)2/sin for' vertically polarized incident waves,, and 1.0 for

2
horizontally-'6larized waves. Thus the ratio of for vertical over

horizontal polariztion becomes very large at lower- elevation angles.

Using realistic values, for sea conductivity (4 mhcs/m) and relative

dielectric constant.(80), the relative polarization dependence,

15



3 v (vertical polarization/C h (horizontal polarization) , is- 'plotted in

Fig. 3 using Bariick and Peake's equations ,for Y. According to this

theory, it is clear that for elevation angles normally encountered in-

111. backscatter (0 : 30 (leg), the sea should repiesent an almost verti-

cally-polarized reflector.

C. VFRIFICATYON OF TIE THEORY

It should be noted that the theoretical work just described- neglects

the effect of shadowing by adjacent waves, which appears difficult to

take into account. Also, the development is strictly valid only for

wave heights << radio wavelengths. A fir-st-order verification- of the

theory has been published by Munk and Nierinberg [Ref. 35], however,

in which they used Barrick and- Peake's results to show that for a sat-

Urated sea, Cy 5(10) - at low elevation angles. Munk, and Nierinberg
0

used the "Philips saturation spectrum" to get this value, bilt note that

it also- agrees with Wetzel's prediction, 3(10),.3 using the "Neuman

spectrum". Both these values agree roughly with experimental measure-

ments of %,(sea) [Ref. 21].

It also appears that the results in Fig. 3 agree with the small

amount of experimental evidence that -the sea as a reflector of IF radio

waves is primarily vertically polarized. However, probably the best veri-

ficfition of the theory's prediction of the ao(sea) polarization -dependence

-has come from .ts application to backscatter measui'ements at micfovave fre-

quencies. The history of such measureuiments -dates back 'to World War II,

when radar sea- "clutter"' became a nuisance. The -most up-to-date com-

parison beti.een theory and experimental ,sea backscatter at these fre-

quencies was given by Guinard and Daley [Ref. 36). For our -present

purpose it will be sufficient to note the results given by Wright

Refs. 37t 383, who generated- water waves in a wave tank with wave

16
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heights equal to about 0.01 the radio wavelength.

Barrick and Peake [Refs. 33, 34] compare the theory to Wright's

exp erimental data (as does Wright himself), and very good agreement is

shown. It is clear, therefore, that at -HF, the backscatter from, sea

waves only a few feet high will correspond with Wright's "model" measure-

ments, hence with the theory. Barrick (private communication) says that

the theory should hold for wave heights up to about 0.1 times the radio

wavelength. Somewhere beyond this limit we should undoubtedly obsurve

the ratio Gv /7h to decrease.

D. "HE MODEL FOR 00 (sea)

When a large sea-backscatter area is observed, it will often be

true that more than one sea state will be present. Using superposition

(incoherently), the power returned from ,each sea state is added, and it

will7 therefore be more difficult to measure a directional spectrum for

the sea-wave energy. Because of the saturation principal, however, one

expects to lind little difference in the backscatter betw6en single and

multiple sea-state patches, so that the theory for the homogeneous sea

still applies (Wetzel, private communication). It'would ,appear, there-

fore, that the amPl:itude of sea backscatter should be very continuous-.-

varying li-ttle, or slowly, from point to point. This circumstance will

be contrasted with the irregular behavior of land scatterers.

The perturbation theory appears to account very well for the magni-

tude and polarization dependence of backcatter from water -waves at

microwav -frequencies. The conditions for applying the theory at 11F are

satisfied-, and there is no geod reason to suspect that it should not

work. Within an order of magnitude or so, the theory appears to explain

results already obtained at 11F, but more experimental -data must be taken

verify the magnitude and polarization dependence of H1F sea backscatter.

18



Lt is clear, however, that a most reasonable-(first-order) conclusion is,

that the sea's ,backscatteiing cross section per unit area, qo, is -pri-
o-3

mari-ly vertically polarized, with a value of about 5(l0) at elevation

angles normally encountered at HF.

The consideration of the sea's doppler spectrum and' its relation

to sea state is a separate topic, not directly related to this work.

However, if the second-.order backscatter (L = X, 3X/2) does become

appreciable irn storm-generated seas, the waves which are responsible for

that scatter will be large, hence will manifest a different %o polar-

ization dependence than for the first-order (L = X/2) backscatter. This

circumstance might alter the character of the "polarization iodulation"

on sea backscatter to be described below, which in turn would aid in

storm detection using the HF backscatter. The detectioncif such a

change would be facilitated: if the first-order doppler returns could be

filtered out, and the ionosPherically-induced doppler .shifts [lefs. 39,

40 -accounted foro.

In the remaining chapters ,of this study, the first-order-scattering

polarization, characteristics of a Will be used: in understanding the way
-o

in which polarization votation causes the amplitude of sea backscatter

to- fluctuate with timedelay, frequency, and azimuth.
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IIIi EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

In this chapter, the equipment, souafding waveforms, and an-tennas

used i~n the backscatter work will be discussed, and mathematics will be

presefited'to model the~ system sufficiently wellI to understand the experi1.

mental data. A map of the field sites is shown in Fig. 4. The receiving

site is located-near Los-Banos, California (Lat. 370 9' 39. 0" N, Long.

1200 '7V 9.'W), gnd the backscatter transmitter is located at Lost

Hills, Cafifoinia (Lat. 35 0 41- 54.6"' N, Long. 1190 57' 4.7' 1-W) . An ad -

ditiofial transmittpar is located near'Bearden, Arkansas (Lat. 33. 44'

33.0" N, Long. 920 37' 38;0" W), which provides oblique -soundings of the

Ionosphere-.to the- receiving site. -

ii-the-first section 'of the chapter, the -equipment and- sounding

method will be ~escribed, while the- antenfias willI be discussed separately

in later sections-.- The purpose- here is not to- repeat work that has al-,

ready been published; the reader will be referred- ,to -the many papers and

~reports written -on the subjects.-

A. THE SFCW SOUNDING METHOD

1. -History

All -6f the experimental data-on -sea -backscatter were taken-us-

ing the "Sweep-Freqiency-Continuous-Wave" (SFGW1) -sounding method.- The

-technique is not new. It has been- described under various titles-such as-

"1FA1&" and "chirp,"-and is discussed in- most -racier texts (see zRef. 41 for

K example)-.



a. IF Oblique Sounding

For application, to IlF sounding,, the SFOC' -method was de-

vised comparatively recently by R. B-. Fenwick and G. H.. Barry [Rof. 42),

while working at Stanford. It has been used with great success in both

oblique and backseatter sounding research. Fenwick and Barry [Ref. 43)

first described its use -in oblique sounding. La.ter, Epstein [Refs. 44,

415) used it in oblique soundings, with which he muasured the effects of

Faraday rotation with frequency. Sweeney LRefs. '16, 47] has d'pscribed

iVts utility in conjunction with mode-resdlved reception of ionospheric

signals on a wide aperture- receiving array (to be described below)'. Fen-

wick and 'Lomasney LRef. 18) used the SFCW waveform in vertical incidence

soundings of the ionosphere.

b. IIF Badkscatter Sounding

The use -of the SFCW waveform in backscatter studies is rela-

tively new, anid very little has been :published- on this application. The

method is, however , identical to the one-WYay oblique ionosolheric studies

(just described), except that a sometimes more-directive transmitting'

antenna and more trafismitter power are usually used in the bdckscatter

work. The reason for this is that backscattbr energy is usually attenu-

ated b ; 40 dB or more, as compared to energy propagated over the corre-

sponding one-way path- at the backscatter range. T. W.. Washburn was the

-first to use the Stanford backscatter sounding system, and a preliminary

analysis of his data was givefi- at tie 1968 -Fall URSI meeting [Ref. 49].

In 1967, Croft extended his- comiptuter raytracing techniques (,to be dis-

cussed later) to the interpretation of certain pbrtions, of- Washburi's data,

which established the presence of traveling ionospheric irregularities

[Ref. 503. A mare recent example of an inter~pretation- of earth back-

scatter SFCW data was given -by Cruxt and Washburn [Ref. -513. Reference 18
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will -contain a complete summary of the work done using the Stanford SFCIV

system as applied to -the backscatter from the land--rather than from the

sea. The work on sea backscatter, described herein, has not yet reached

the- open literature.

2. -General Description of the System

The SFCV sounding method is P' 2omplished by transmitting and

simultaneously receiving (after a propagation delay on the order of sev-

oral milliseconds) a OV carrier, whose frequency is swept linearly with

time between two preset frequencies ERef. 42]. The- rate of the sweep may

vary (in p1feset values) between less than , kHz/sec to as much as

10 MIZ/sec, dependihg upon the equipment in use-. The -author used rates of

250 and 500 kflz/sec, which proved best -for data reproduction. Photo-

graphs of the equipment used1 at :the transmitter and receiver are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6, respecti, Vely. A simplified block diagram describing the

essence of the backscatter system- is -shown- in Fig. 7.* The elements in

th is figure are very similar to those used before [Ref. 42; 43, 483. The

reader is referred to Ref. 43; for a description of the SFCW waveform generator.

The transmitter used at Lost Hills consists of three 10 kM auto-

maticb.lly tracking units. When either of the large transmitting -atrays

is used- (not described herein) all" three ti-ansmitters are connected. When

the crossed-LPA system- ib used, the output of a single transmitter is split-,

and 5 kW is fed int6 the" feedline going to each antenna. The receiver

- at Los Banos is a- I1al-icrafters Manson (shownl within 'the dotter area Ill

Fig. 7), which is pretuned to 18 MHz. The instantaneous frequency ft of

the SFOV generator at -the receiver -is therefore exactly 18 AlHz higher than-

* The equipment used for oblique sounding over the Los Baios/Bearden path

(see Fig. 4)- is'. exactly the same as, that shown in Fig. 7, except that
the transmitter is lower-power and wideband. Furthermore, a crystal

rather- than a cesium-beam standard- is- used at Bearden.
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Figure 5. Transmitting equipment at Lost Hills,- California.
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-that at the -transmitter sit-e. This signal-, when mixed with thle tranlsmlit-

ted' (ackscattered) signlal yi-elds a difference frequency which is very

near to 18 Alliz, but differs by an amount proportional to the prop~agation

time delay, which will be discussed -below. The receiver -has a synthesixed

local oscillator, which is tuned to 18 1111z plus thle intermediate fre-

qluency (IF) (125 kiiz); the bandwidth -of tile -IF section is set to 6 kliz.

Finally, a 'syntlio:§ized BFO is set to exactly 122 kilz and( mixed with the

IF output in ar, external mixer. The output of thlis last mixer contains

all- thle information one needs to deduce -the time delay and amplitu6d of

backscatter components.

The SFOW system- jUst described differs from others in only one

major' aspect. Namely, both time and frequenc. are controlled with ex-

treme accuracy. This is accomplished through the- accuracy of -the primary

cesium,.beam -standardg, which are periodically ca~~ibrated against one' an-

other. All -frequlencies used in thd system are synthesized [using Hewlett-

Packard- (HP) model 5100A/5110A synthesizes ),. and their frequencies pos-

-sess the accuracy ft tihe cesium-beam -standard. This, accuiaqy is -1 X 1-11

- which- is- equivarent to,,fr accumulated time inaccuracy of l1ess than.

*1 ,isec/clay since calibration. This accuraey is mainly important in efi-

suring- that tihe frequencies in use -will be- extremely stable with the pas-

sage. of time-s4'fron minute 'to minute, and fr~om dlay to day,- etc. As -an addi-!

tional benefCit, the backscatt~r time delays may be measured :-to extremely

good- accuracy. This accuracy is, in fact, much better than is- usually

needed, becau-se for most measurements neither tile ground range to thle

backscattdr area, nor- thle -height of the ionosphere -re known, s.o that

nei-thler angle-of- elevation nor actual range calibration is made.

3. Processing the-Ileceiver Output

The signal output -from -the receiver in -Fig. 7 will be repre-

sentod by the i'ariable- A-(t) , where t is real time. To obtain the
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backscatter iniormation, A(t) is Fourier analyzed, so that it is neces-

sary first to understand how -the frequency spectrum of A(t) will behave.

a. The Frequency Spectrum

Suppose that the frequency swoops at the transmitter and

receiver bogin at oxactly the same time (as controlle d by 'the cesium-bea

frequoncy/ti,|e standards). Figure 8 compares the behavior of the -fre-

quency at the transmittei (f,) to its value at the receiver (fr) as a

function of time; the difference between- these two frequ~encies is de-

noted Af. It is clear that fr will always be less than ft, and that

Af will increase for larger round-trip propagation times, T. Since

£ t + 18.0 Nm'z, the output of the first mixer, which is fed ;into the

rec6iver front end. is equal to (f + 18.-0 MHz - fr), which -equals

(18.0 - Af) MIz. The signal w.ith the, latter fre4uency is then amplified

and ,passed through more, mixing stages until it reaches the final

intermediate-frequncy (IF.) amplifter whose 1requency is-125 kflz.,

The last IF output is mixed with the BFO frequency of

122 klz.- The output signal, then contains the backscatter signal infor-

mation, which, will pass through the 6 kilz IF bandwidth. It is found ex-

perimentally that the f'voquency of the output signal, f s is equal to

-s3 kHz - AL, Thus if 6f -exceed's '3 kHz an ambiguity in f' e.'ists, since

negative frequencies then appear to be positive. If the BFO were set to

any lower frequency, however, the amplitu!e- of signals with frequencies-

such that f. = 0 would be attenuated, since they would lie outside the

passband of the 'last IF (which is. -3 kHz). 'Thus the limit on Af is

3 kHz.

In order to allow for greater values of Af, the start

time of the receiver SFCV generator is delayed, ky an amount AT.

This is- done simply by adjusting thumb-knobs on the cesium; ocam standard
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'Figure 8. Simplified illustration -of the frequency behavior of the
,.transmitted and received signals, ft(t) and 'fr(t),
retpqctively.
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in as low. as I psec steps. Given that we know the sweep- rate, f K,

(kz/sec), the equivalent change in Af is equal to KT. Thus, allowing

for the transmitter and receiver to begin sweeping at different times,

= (3 + K') !- Uk[z .()
s

A(t) is then- Fourier-analyzed in an electronic spectrum analyzer ( the

Federal Scientific model UA-7), which produces the signal spectrum S(f )S

b. Interpreting the -Spectrum

For applications described herein, it is not necessary to

preserve the phase of S(f s). The result of this analysis is that thxe

backscatter amplitude is p)roportional to the -magnitude of S(f s), while

the time delay T is proportional to Af. From the many references on

the SFCW technique, T = Af/if = Af/K. From the spectrun analysis, we

get finally:

3 - f

' = [(5 + KAir) rT/K + -T ,(2)

,where frequencies are in IdIz, and K has dimensions of kHz/sec. For

sweep- rate K = 250 klz/sec, the quantity d'/df has the value of

i/K = 'i ms. c/kluz, and for K = 500 klz/sec, the value is 2 msec/ktz;

The backscatter records are thus a ,plot of spectrum- fre--

quency versus time, with amplitude as a third, dimension which is displayed

on a photographic grey scale with a dynamic range of 10 to 15- dB. The

records are cal'ibrated as a group time delay T, vs frequency f, accord-

ing to I =- t The latter is obtained from the property that

f -f(starting) + K(t - to), where t is the. time "at wbich- a sweep
t -0 0

begins.
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c. The -Equivalent Pulse.Length, AT

The equivalent pulse length which results' fi-m the spec-

trinu analysis is the last remaining item of the SFCW technique which

need be discussed. It has been customar'y to define the pulse length

(or time-delay resolution) AT as the inverse of the frequency bandiridth

over which the backscatter is integrated. Conversely, a pulse of length

AT will have a frequency spectrum approximately I/ i wide, so that if a

broad enough receiver bandwidth is uscd, the minimum resolution in time

delay, .AT, -will be realized. The receiver IF boudwidth of the, SFCW

technique is -made purposely narrow (6 kllz in the pi'esent application)

in order to improve the sigual-to-noisb ratio. Since the fxequency of

the sounder is always increasing, however, the equivalent bandwidth of

a received pulse is simply proportional to how long an integration takes

in thiu spectrum analysis process. The integration time is therefore

inversely proportional to the equivalent receiver signal bahdwid'th. For

the data presented herein, all of the spectrum analysis was performed

on the ,electronic- analyzer, ,which produces 500 discrete outputs which

appear as 500 lines across the frequency band of analysis. Each line

represents the- output from an individual filter Whose bandwidth isk 1/500

of the total possibld frequency range ciisplayed,, The bandwidth of diach

of these filters determines the i-ntegkat1on time required to, fill them

up with -energy:. This integration time, when 'multiplied by the sweep

rate, -gives the frequency bandwidth- over which the integration takes

place. The inverse of the frequency bandwidth is the equivalent pulse

-length or minimum obtainable resolution cell. I1 is underst.ood here

that the energy from, this pulse is by no means fully attenuated outside

this bandwidth; however, the energy is so low that its peak may be

determined within the- bandwidth.
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-From the discussion above, the following expression may

be used to calculate the equivalent pulse length, A'r:

AT - W 1
500 (3)

where W = spectrunm-analyzer bandwidth. In the experiments it was always

true that AT was small enough so that resolutions were limited by the

ionospherG through- dispersion and magnetoionic splitting [Lef. 45], or

at least the observed zhanges in ampli-tude with time delay occurred over

several pulse lengths. Therefore, it will really not be important to

Lonsider -the effects of pulse length any further.

B. WIDE-APERTURE RECEI-VING- ARRAY

The most important factor -determining the feasibility and success

of the work described in this report was the use of an; extremely wide-

aperture -recuiving array. The design' and construction of this array was

supervised .by L. E.-Sweeney, Jr.,, and has already been described in great

detail [Refs. 46, 47-, .52]. .brief descripton will be -given here., so

that its charac eristics, may be understood well enough for application

to the, backscatier soundings.

1. General Characteris-tics

Th., antenna is a -bidirectional" broadside array of 256 vertical

monopoles, spaced 10 meters apart; tile ovqr-all array -length is -2.55- km.

The array axis runs due north and south, so that its boresight -reception

is true eost aid west. Figure 9 is a photograph taken. from the south

end of the array. The terrain i-s relativeiy smooth and continuous,, and

the radiation vertical screeniig angle -due to local foothills is on the

order of 2 deg to tho west and 0 deg to the east. The vertical monopoles

're-18 ft high, and- are fed with 52 ohm coaxial cable-, which is grounded
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Figure 9. Wide-aperture receiving array at Los Ban'os, California.
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by means of a strip of ground screen 72 ft wide running the length of

the array. No attempt was made to match the impedance of the elements

to the feed cables,, which means that the absolute gain of the array

should -be a marked function of frequency. Quite to the contrary: how-

ever, no prohibitively deep nulls in the array gain appear in its diroc-

tion of maximum "fire" (i.e., the main lobe) as the radio frequency is

swept.*

The theoretical -3 dB beamwidth of the array varies from about

1 to 1/4- deg, between- 7 and 30 MIhz, respectively. The -6 IB beamwidth

is 38 -percent higher than these-values. Thus, sufficiently continuous

azimuth coverage between :boi'esight and 15 3/1 deg from boresight is

achieved by phasing the elements so that their maximum reception occurs

at intervals of 1/4 deg.. This is accomplished by switching various lengtls

of coaxial cable, in series with 255 of the 256 elements in order to prop-

-erly phase the elements to achieve maximum gain in an off-boresight

direction. 'This is called "slewing" the array and- is quite cemmon

practice -[Ref. 53, Chap. 4].

In order to economize on cable and switches, and in order to- be

able to taper its amplitude distribution, the array is first subdivided

into 8 "subarrays', consisting of 32 elements each. A single feedline

connects each subarray to the main equipment trailer, which is ne r the

center of the array. Low-noise, wide-band preamplifiers are placed at

each end -of these .8 cables xn order to overcome the losses introduced

in the cables. In addition, certain amounts of attenuation are placed

in series with each subarray in order to produce an- amplitude taper

across the array aperture.

• It might be conjectured that the mutual imidcance between adjacent

elements ia the array causes sufficient coupling to modify the cur-

refit distribution--hence improve the impedance match--of each monopole
at the frequencies of non-resonance.
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Each subarray consists of a "tree" of 32 elements [Ref. 47],

whereby two -elements are first paralleled, those two are -paralleled with

the adjacent pair, and so on, until 16 elements are finally fed in parallel

with an adjacent 16. Each one of those connections forms a "sub-tree",

which -has its own slewing network of matching cables. This procedure

allows substantial saving in the amount of phasing cables and in the

number of switches required for slewing the array in 1/4 deg steps; and it

reduces the probability of switch failure and total attenuation in the

system. On the other hand, the saving in cable and switches results in

-a suboptimum element phasing which increases the sidelobe level of the

array, but does not change the position at which the array's maximum

gain occurs.

According to Sweeney, the sidelobe enhancement is nonexistent

at slews of -0 and 8.-0 -deg from boresight, and- is relatively insignif-

icant between boresight and -:!J2.0 deg (i.e., between bearing -= 90 or

270 112.0 deg)-.

2. Mathematical Model

The uncertainties in the element gain and the effect of mutual

coupling between elements of the array are- of no consequence in the

research reoorted here. 11owever, the azimuthal dependence of the antenna

gain is needed to determine the equivalen.t azimuthal angle -over which,

if the gain- is assumed- to be constant at its maximum, all -of- the received

backstatter -6wer would enter. It will be necessary to know that s6me

portion of this equivalent beamwidth is small compared to a period of

polarization- rotation with azimuth when range and frequency are constant,

As mentioned above, the array is- broken down into '8 subarrays,

which are tapered in amplitude. Thus, the receiving antenna gain vs

azimuth, G (.), may be calculated by summing the electric field phasors

fro-i each subarray, while considering each subarray gain pattern, GSA(9),

to be an element in the 8 element arrpy [oas. 47, 53]:
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8 i~-) 2

Gp)=G G (~ b y SA (4)
r ro SA ( d.d k'

-k=l

where G is a constant which determined the maximum gain (for a given
ro

th
elevation angle and frequency), bk is the tapering gain in the k sub-

array "element" shown in Table 1, and YSA is the phase angle on each

subarray, given by

2Td

. r(cos -os e) , (5)SA - o

where d = distance between centers of adjacent subarrays (320 m),

X = the radio wavelength,

O = angle :between main lobe- ("line of fire") -and array axis,

e =,,steer angle (slew) of the array.
0

Table 1

TAPERING -GAIN -OF THE SUBARRAYS

Attenuation
k I k (dB)

1, 8 0.35355 9
2, 7 0.56233 5

3, 6 0.79434 2:

4, . 00000 0-

For low elevation angles, 6 is very nearly equal to the projected azi-

mutr, c, of the incoming energy. - is calculated -exactly according to:



Cose = cos cos p , (6)

where is the elevation angle.

'he calculation oC GS (exactly) is not very straightforward,

because of the non-optimum phasing of tile array elements. As mentioned

prov.,ously, however, the sidelobe enhancement is not very great for slows

up to E12 deg from boresight, so to a very good approximation- for these

angles, the well-knom. array factor may be used to describ ,  the normalized

gain of tile 32 9elment subarray [Refs. 47, 531:

Fsil ( 161 )

SA 32 sil 'YL '2

where e

EL. -8(se- se) ' (8)

and 1 0 = element spacing (0 m).

For slew angles between +.12 1/4 and :15 3/4 dog, EcI. (7) is ,considered-

to )e at least a moderately good approximation [Ref. 47]. Figure 10

shows the behavior of Gr()/[Gr(max) ] as- a function of azimuth for a slew

angle of 0 (leg (horesight), computed at a frequency of 22.35 hUiz, assuming

that - (leg. As noted, the -3 dB 1beamwidth L2 this array function is

'0.32 (leg, and tie -6 dB beallwidth is 0.50 (leg.
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C. THE CROSSED-h.PA TRANSMITTPING ANTma

The transmitting antenna which proved to be most useful in- the

studies of polarization effects on backscatter amplitude was the crossed

LPA antenna shown in Fig. 11. The LPA's were manufactured by Ily-Gain

(Model LP-1007), cover a frequency range of 13 to 30 MHz, and exhibit

negligible mutual coupling. The front-back-ratio (F/B) of each is 15-dB,

and the horizontal boamwidth of these antennas is extremely !)road com-

pared to the receiving beam. The horizontal element is mounted 53.5 ft

(16.-3 m)and the vertical element, !0.0 ft (23.16 m) above ,the ground.

As discussed by Epstein 51efs. 44,45], the antenna had already been used

successfully in polarization studies of waves transmitted over one-way

obliquely-incident ionospheric paths., The design o-,,' the crossed-LPA

system and a preliminary analysis of its behavior has recently been

published by Lomasney and Barnum [Ref. 54].

The antennas are unique in that: (a) the transmitted polarization

may be switched from vertical- to horizontal very quickly, and (b) the

antennas can be 'fed tognther, but out of phase, in order to produce

elliptical (ideally, circular) polarization, which matches the polariza-

tion of one of the magnotoionic components of the ionosphere (to be -dis-

cussed later). WhIeni these antennas are operated separately (oiie at a

time)., it- will not be necessary .t6 consider their absolute gain behavior

(since it is never needed in this case) MIoreover, the polarization

characteristic of each- antenna is linear and well defined, being very

nearly 90 dog removed from the other in space at .all transmitting azimuths

and elevation angles used.

By contrast, when the antennas are fed together in order to produce

a given elliptical polarization, it is necessary to consider the relative

magnitude and phase of the radiated fields from the elements in the pres-

ence of the ground. 'The desired polarization for matching the magneto-

ionic components in- the ionosphere is circular under almost all,
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Figure 11-. Crossed-LPA transmitting antennas at Lost Hills, California:
westward--looking, -antenna in the- foreground.
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circumstances (to be shown later). As slon by Lomasney and Barnum

r,,ef. 541, however, such a condition is difficult 'to achieve over a

broad range of frequencies and elevation ang]s. But it was also-

shown that nearly circular polarization may be obtained over tle widest

ranges by placing a phasing line (coaxial c6ble) in series with the

vertical TPA a-,ment in order to adjust 'ie relative phase between the

antennas to ie the necessary 90 deg. For the studies to be reported

here, the electrical length of the phasing line was 27.27 ft or 8.313 m,

and the antennas were fed with equal power; the phase was such tilat tle

top half of the vertical antenna was -in phase with the right half of

the horizontal antenna, while looking in the direction of "fire."

The ground underneath the antennas was flat farm -land, but the

noi- ws nibt "rich!I and therefore cannot be assumed to be "good" , it

was thus cons.idered to be "medium" ground-, with a -conductivity :of
"-3

10 mhos/meter, and- relative dielectric constant of 10.

Using the approach described in Ref. 54, the relative magnitudes

and phases of the two LPA's were calculated from the equ,tions for

their vertical pattern gains (magnitude and phases), while including

the fixed phase ;difference in'toduced by the phasing cable. With this

information, the calculation of the transmitted el-lipticity, C, and

the tilt anglej e - (b which the major axis -of the- ellipse deviates
ro

fxom, the horizontal) is ztraiohtforward. This culculation was car.ricd-

on by means of a digital computer. The output is plotted in Figs 12

itid 13. Th former shows how the ellipt-icity s varies, wi-th- elevation

angle for different frequencies. Assuming a 300 kim- virtua-l height lin

the -ionosphere , the approximate- variation of e with slant lange is also

If interested, the reader will find the derivation of the equatiolns

for s and 8 in Ref. 55.
ro - -
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shown. The ditection of rotation of t-he- ellipse is :iven ;by tthe sign

of the ellipticity.;-rigiit-!handed for a negative sign, and left-handed

for a ,pOsitive sign. I-f the phase of the antennms wene reve.sed it

wou2l. be necessary to reverse the diiection o,- rotation [Ref. 541].

xEigure 13 ,Dhows %;w, varies with elevation angle and slant range.

Men-the elliiti'ciiy is less than 0.2' or so, the transmitted -wave is,

nearly, linear, and the tilt angle' shows, how much its plane of popariza -!

tion differs from the horizontal. The significance of these figures t~f'il-

be discussed :further' when the experimental data-are interpreted.
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1. "LeadingEdge" Focusink
A

Beginning at the lower left corner~ of th-e 'figure we see- the

l, 2, 3,P 4, and 5-hop vertical-incid nce returns directly- frxom tile trans-

titter, via,, the (Fnll)- F layer, as wd5 increase time delay. Beginning at

b msec delay, the lower loading edge of the backscattei dianates from-the '2-hop verticil1-irkcidence retur n. "'is -kdge represents the "mipimum

time delay,"~ ot tile backsatter, and iKs differ~ent fr'om- the delay to thle

skip.istabco exce pt at the longer -raingds-, as shown -by"Peterson Fgef. 7.

tdud Diemirnger Frief.. '8]. The-,3-hiop vertical-ThLcidence irvc6 produqces -a

higher leading efte which is the two-hop backis' -iter,. In, bd'tn ',the

-1- . and, 2-hip leading edge, a faiiit trace- of a third eage is seen Wfitch

-has :2: corpnens This third edge -is (backscatter f-rom t-il Pacilfic-0cean,

via- the wegtwaro lobe of the Lps-,Bailo receiving-array. 1- s leaditig',6dge

is fanr to thle left of the e-astwalrd, -bacjkscatter because, thi inospheiic,

dlensity to the west is muichr lower thani to 'the east at this,. tf'ie of d6-.,

(0724 PSTY) The two cdhiponents of thle- westward' edge, are undoubtedly due

t-o--magnetoionic sp!it~ng (by analogy with typical vdrti6al-ini-idence

data showing the "o" and "x- modes) fj~ef§. '4, .50, 57], which werie appar-

ently (buc not cearly), observed by Silberstein f[Ref. -58]. Jud-ingr from

-t the relative -strengths of the eaist and west -backscatter, the bf"Re~tive

F/B of the transmitting antenna is about 'l0 to 15 d'3or ihore. the -back-

scatter,,proppigation- viewed at these frequencies is entirely by -t'ie tF

layer, and no evidence -6f eirher normal or sporadic E Oropagatio ! is

apparent.

2. Discrete Echoes

The most important backscatter detail which appears to the left
of the 1-hop londing edge in Fig. 14 , cai,. be divided int.o essentially

two categories: The lines represeitirg cchl6ps-fi'o discrete echoes~ in

-land backscat-ter, and those representing,, f ocusing of -the backstatter due



I. 'Leading Edge" Focusing

Beginning at the loyer left corneo, of the- figure we see the

L, 2 , 3, 4, and 5-h6o vertical-incidnce returns diredtly from t! e trans-

itter, viii: -he (Fall) F layer, as we iucrease time delay. Bqginning at

b msec delay, the lower leading edge of the backscattei' eiianates from

tthe -2-hop vertical-it.kcidence return., This -e'dge represents the "min1imum

time delay," ol- the backscatter, and Js different from, the delay to the

skip .rdistan ce except at the lohger ranges', as shown -by Petersol [jRef. 71

tn.| Dieminger tRf.. '8]. The,,3-riop Vertidal-incidence trc6 produces -a

higier leading edge which is the tWo-hop backs' itter,; In bltwven the

1- and 2-hip -leading edge, a faint -trace of -a 'third eage is seen Wfii:Oi

has :2. components. This third edge -is backscatter from '-.ie Pa'cific- Ocean,

via- the westward lobe of the Lps-tBa~6s receiviig array. -i':s leadifig -6dge

is far to the left of the eastward -bi csca ttr because the i rnospheic

density to thbe viest is much, lower thaii to the east at this, tihe of d6;

(0724 PST): The two -ckjmionents of the we ;twarc" edg are undoubtedly due

to magnetoionic spiit+V.ng (by analogy witIb- typical vertdal-inidence

data showing the "o" and "x," modes)[Ref s. 4f8, 56, 57], which were appar-

ently (buc not cIearly). observed by Silberstein,[Ref. -58]. Judging from

the relative ,strengths Of the eist and west backscatter, the "f'fective

F-/B of the traismitting antenna is about 10 to 15 d3' or more. the back-

scatter ;propagatibn viewed at these frequencies is entirely by te 'F

layer, and no evidence of eirher normal ov spbradic E propagatioL is

apparent.

2. Discrete Echoes

The most important backscatter detail which appears to the left

of the 1-hop :leading edge in Fig. 14, can, be divide-d ino essentially

two categories: The lines representirg cchpes -frdm discrete echoes, in

land backs:ca tier, and those iepresenting, focusing of the backscatter due
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to ionos-",ei'ic irregularities. The %former, and to some degree the lat-

-+ , are- subjectsdiscussed at gr,3at length by Washburn- [Ref. 18].

There is a third mechanism whiih can modulate sea backscatter intensity,

and' which has an appearance similar to that of the focusing regions;

however, its considerati on will be presented in the next section.

The -nearly horizontal lines in the lower half of the data are

alway§ 'seen in backscatter from tl' land, but never from the- sea surface.

This fact 2t once illustrates th- first unique feature, of sea backscat-

ter, in tha't its cross section is a very smooth -continuous :function -with,

azimuth. -ashburh [Refs. 18, 19, 49] has identified k-eitaifi echoes of

these types as arising from, mountains,, and, in :generazl, it is character-

i'sti-c of these echoes to jut -out to the left of the leading edge of -the

backscatter and to possess the shape of a forward oblique' ionogram- to

,the range- of the scatterer (but with the time, delay doubled) If the

-echo is strong enough it can be identifibd as such even with- a relatively

smill antenna,as shown by Silberstein FRef. 58]. By &cbntrast, as Washburn

-.hiowed, when a -narrow beamwidth ,antenna is used, it is possible to re-

sblve several ionospheric modes in- the eclo, auld observe effects due both

to the bistatic sounder geometry, and due to the passage of traveling

ionospheric disturbances ('TID's). It is characteristic of these echoes

to be rather' discrete in azimu'th--wi-4t;h.n the,-beamwidth -of the -ios, Bailos

receiving array. It is also clear -fromi' these echoes t hat the upper

(Peterson) ray propagation is greatly attenuated, .hene iL may be ignored

(except very near the leading edge).

3. Focusing From Ionospheric Irreguiarities

The second set of lines at the top of the data in Fig. 14 are

seen, in backsdatter from, both sea and- land,, without distinction (most of

the -data represent backscatter from the land). These lines are clearly

disti iguished from th6 discre'te scattering echoes, in that they are
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always brotider in range extent, much less sensitive to changes in, azi-

mu-th, and typically move with- time. F rthermore, they are more nearly

horizontal than vertical, but are rarel; as smooth and, sti'aight as the

land echoes. They appear here to be irather evenly spaced and',atinost

parallel, but these lines will be clistinguished fi'O0m anothe~r (new) type-

to be discussed shortly.

Several authors have observed'these fluctuations in backscat-

ter intenisity,, in both fixed.- and widerswetfrequency data [Refs. 50,

5i:,, 59-66] and some have considered their cause. In 'i957 [Ref. '60] and(

1961 [Ref. 61]' Tiieten ieported& iseeing ;regularly-spaced striations in

F,)-propagated 'backscatter signals, whse' range yaried, with- time. He

associated' these with TID's. Dueno sdv similar variations [Ref. 62].

Using a- more directive antenna, Hunsucker and Tveten [Ref. 63, i967]

showed that the variations. are also a fujction of azimuth--tliey are

usually tilted. Recently, Georges and Stephpnson [Ref. 59] modeled-

these variations tinhg 3-dimensional' computer ray-tracing.

The appo'arance of the lines in -wide-sivept-frequency backscat-

ter was reported by Bolgiano [Ref. 64, 1962] and Gilliland [1Wef. 65,

1965]. It was characteristic for 'these lines to be ery nearly horizon-

tal when viewed with antennas having beamwidths of 2 deg '(Bolgiano)

with that of a single rhombic (Gill land). 'Ii i967 Croft [Refs. 50, 66]

published an excellent analysis of the striations :seen in Gilliland-s

data, 'and some' data 'TRef. 50] taken using the' Lo- Baos array. Using
computer raytrac ng, Croft showed that the effect of irregulaities is

to focus the radio waves onto the -ea;th's surface, over a comparatively

narow range increment at a given frequency, thereby proc.lucing the stria-

tions-. These irregularities almost always occur nibre -often in the even-

ing than the morhing, and- in general more so in the summer, less in the

fall, and least in the Twinter. hey are definitely cofrelated, with mag-

r~tic storms in the IonosphL're (probably the auroral electrojet [Ref. 63]'),
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and- they 6ccur more often -when, the-sun 'shines on the ionosphere :more

directly.

B. A NEW BACKSCATTER FEATURE SEEN ONLY FROi: TIm 'SEA

This section will present data which reveal 'niique feature of iono.

spherically-propagated sea backscatter which has been recorded uoin, the

wide-aperture array. the cause of this feature will then be, hypothesized,

and the remaining chapters will :prove it, and will demostr~ate the way

in which- it may 'be cbntrolled.

1. TheExperimental Data

Figures 15 and 17-:27 contain examples of wide-swept-frequency

backscatter data which reveal this unusual phen6menon,. These data wer'e

recorded: in exac1y the same xashionas'for Fig. 14 excetpt that differe,'it

transmitting, and' receiving ,bearings were used,, and for Fig. 17 onward' (ex-

-cept Fig. 26), only a singie LPA was used to transmit td, the Pacific Ocean.

a,. "The Gulf of Mexico

The records shown in Fig. 15 were recorded by Washburn

during a study of land backscatter. 'They :are presented here, with his

permission, in order-to ,revedl some, characteristics of backscatter from

the Gulf of MexicO. The data were taken on 20, September' I68, with the

Lost Hills array slewed to,94 deg. Tle ,times and receiver bearihgs are

iidicated at the top of each record', and the system parameters arc listed

below. The time delay corresponding approximately to the division be"

tween -and and sea is also indicated on the data.

Applying knowledge already, gaiiied, we can then see thnt

several echoes from 'discrete reflectors occur in the p-ortion from the

land, but none from the sea. There are also some heavy, wide fami'lies of

focusing lines between (roughly.) 16 and 20 msec. The abrupt change in
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the 1-hop backscatter on the lef-t-which- -resembles a leadig 6dge--a's

been recently explainedc by Croft and Washburn (Ref. 51]. The dli'fference

in brightness change in the right half of each record is due to a .manual

adjustment of the receiver- gain.

the new features -in these data are two sets of line fami-

Iiies which do not at all resemble the focusing lines, and which have only

been observed ".i backscatter 'from -the sea surface. These lines -appear

between-22 and 24 and 18 and 20 msec (approximately),, in two. different

forms. The lines between 22 and 2, msec are clearest on the record for

195,1 UT, and those between 18 and. 20 msec are clearest on the other recr

ord. The former set aikd quite easi-ly seen, but the latter set are less

(lark and more closely sp-ced- about 6 pei' psed--making them less discern-

ible; more data will' be- shown, however,, which bring this type out more

-clearly. It is characteristic of these lines to be tilted in the rafige-

frequency display, becoming more nearly parallel to the leading, edge -as,

they approach i-t_. When' two layers, are present, causing. the second focus-

'ing edge, on the l'eft [Ref,. 51], the -lines tend to be parallel to it also,

which means, that they can become tangent to the horizontal somewhere be-

tween the two edges. This characteristic of the lines clearly distin-

guishes them from discrete laild echoes.

Secondly, the new liies are usually quite paralle l l and

regularly spaced. Because of this, the fact they are seen only over the

sea:, and 'the above characteristics, make them quite distin6nishabie from

the focusing lines due to ionospheric irregularties.

Data taken at times near that in gig. 15 represefit "thdi 6fiiy

records of backscatter frlom the Gulf of Mexico which show these lines

clearly.- It is still not: absolutely clear why they occur relatively

itfrequently over this path.
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b. The Pacific 'Ocean

The backscattcr paths to the Placific Ocean,, where the re-

turn from ill azimuths, ranges and frequencies came froi thc sea surfacn,

proved to be much better for studying these new lines, since the effect

is associated with thle sea's surface. Figure 16 shows, the geometry of

these pa ths. A 'beamwidth of 125 (log is indicated- on Fiig. 16 for thie

vert-ical element of the crossed-LPA 's, ± l5-3/41 deg from boresight (2710

(leg)~ the sii~gle IPA was essentially omnidirectional to the West, with

its radiation about 15 dB1 lower to the east.

(1) February 1969

Figures 17o-20 are examples of data taken on 5 February

1969, shortly af ter the westward Li V s, had I-een,,erected at 'Lost ilills.

Referring to Fig. 17 first, it is. evident thit there re no discrete

echoes {.,-s we 'expect), and only one clear focusinig line (b)etween 15 and

17 msec and 20 to 25 Mlz). The 1-hop westward leading edge is clear',

and a faint trace of the eastward edge fiepr the bottom of the data is

also present. Bet ..acn 11 and 15 msec, and 1-3 to 15< MHz, a second focus-;

ing edge is seen %%hich is either, 2-h1op backscatter,, or an E-layer 1led-

Ing 'edge. The latter seems to be the best interpretation.

The backscattcr in Fig. 17 is comparatively smooth and

continuous with range anid f requency, -except f or, the f amily -o.( Jlines on

the data which resemble a thumbprint. Once again, it is seen that these

lines are .parallel to both the left and right (H.- and FP-laycr) leading

uler ;, and are quite uniformly spaced. The tliumbji!iiit lines are horiI-/ont~tl only over a narrow frequency range where they curve down from one

leading edge and uip again to the other. Figures 18-20 show -ver~y s~~i,,rar

behavior, excep.t that the line patterns taken on different shlapes as

t knie-of' d3 progresse<. Some lines appear below about 10-fi-isec which are

not as clear as those above. and which are very nearly horizontal. It
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25- 3750

DATE: 2-5-69 2

T I ME: 1914' UT" 2
"BEARING: 2700 2

SWEEP
RATE: 250kHz/s I9 .7--

EINTEGRATION,_________
TIME: O.A sec E 1,7' -

LIMIT:' 46,, s 15> 2250 <',L1

VI; XP~

iL 1 <I~L.I4 5

'1,15 20' 25 30
FREQUENCY (MHz)

'FigurO, 17. SFCW badksdattr -from th~e Pacific O ,cean on 5 Feb. l'969 at
19T14 UT.-
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25 3750

DATE: 2-5-69 2 3 7 i I
TIME: 1918 UTf

.BEARING: 2700 21,

SWEEP
-RATE': 250kHz./s '199 -

,INTEGRATION
TIME: 0.1 sec EIk7

RESOLUTION 44~~%
LIMIT: 40,4s

II.j 15 71225

9w"

75

13- 15, 20 25 30
FREQUENCY'(MHz)

-Figure 18., Same as Fig. '17, [but taken at 1918- UT.
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16 - h

DATE: 2.- 5--69 15 25

TIMEt-]953' U

BEARING:- 2700 1

SWEEP .
'RATE: 500kHz/s 1

INTEGRATION ) V1J
TIME: 0.:1 sec E 12 ~ ~W

RESOLUTION Z ,s:{~

LIMIT: 20p~s I

x 0-1500' .

I-n

9

8

It .16 20 25. 30
FREQUENCY '(MHz)'

Figure -19. Same as Fig. 17, but taken at 1953 UT, and thie sw&ep rate
was doubled.
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-DAftE. 2-5-69 15 225

TIME'- 2014 UT

BEARING: 2700 14 -- ±

,,WEEP'''
RATE: 500 kHz/s, 13-~

INTEGRATIbNE

LIMIT:0 sec

-IJRESOLTION w
LIMI: '2ps 0

wI40

9z

8

7

13 -15 20 5 30
FREQUENCY (-MHz-)-

- Figure 20. Same as Fig. 19, but taken at, 2014 UT.
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is probably true that these are not due to- scarter from -tile east, and

they are too regularly spaced to be focusing lines. It would appear

therefore, that they are of the same type as those whl ch are nearly par-

allel to tile F-layer leading edge. Figures 19 an -V 26, show this distinc-

tion most clearly.

The data for Februar'y 5 wei'e so encouraging that more ex-

periments were run two days afterward; and as seen, Figs. 21-24 illus-

trate the same things as the above. On this same day, the transmit-ted

-polarization was changed in certain ways in order to see what effect it

had on the characteristics of the thumbprint lines. TIfis experiment

gave positive results, but its discussion ,x'4-',I be deferred,. since it will

be better understood after the theory for the lines is develqped.

Figure 21 is very similar to Fig. 20, except for the fol-

lowi g: On both figures (and on the others) there are lines down to 8

msec, but they are not horizontal -on Fig. 21. Therefore, on the latter,

they more nearly resemble the lines on the-upper half of the data. Sec-

ondly, on each figure there is an E-layer leading edg6, but on Figs 21,

a- 2rhop F-layer leading edge emanates j,1 -t to the left -of that from the

E-lnyer, and e:tenids beyond 10 msec in time de lay. 'When this extension

Occurs, -the backscatter-frequency spectrum tries to cross zero frequency

(at the top. qoi the figures):,, hence begins to "fold over" into the figuie,

extending downward. Tie same is true Wiere for the 1-hop-F-layer leading

edge. Tile seriousness of this effect diminishes quickly as, it-progres-

ses downward in (apparent') time delay, since this energy lies oAtside

the 6 kI[z IF pass-band (Chapter III),.

In order to examine the backscatter behavior at these

higher time delays, fhe time delay window was reset 2 minutes afterwards,

as shown in 'rig. 22. By comparison with data taken with -other systems,

it is surpri-sing that the 1ackscatter intensity was high out to 3,400

kn--since the effective radiated power was only 2 kW time- the -gain of a
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IIf

DATE: 2-7-69 17 4

tIME: 1741 UT

BEARING: '2700

SWEEP
RATE: '500kHz/s E '

I NTEGRATION-
TIME: OXrsec 14

RESOLUTION
0<

1' 120-5'3

FREQUENCY (MH'i)

Fi'gyr 21. Same, as Fig. *1-7, 'Uut, taken -two dlays later at 1741 UT, and[ te sweep rate is, doubled..
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25 375b

DATE: 2-7-69,, 24 j

TIME: 1743 UT 1
~BEARING: 2700 *

SWEEP22.
R~ATE-. aSO0kl-z/s-* -

E
INTEGRATION
TIME: 0. 1 s'ec E 21

RESOLUTION
LIMIT: 20Q s W 26 300

o .~t ~ : OO49

U)

18

17

'f T

13. 15 20 25 30
FREQUENCY (.10Hz)

Figure 22. Same as Fig. 2-1, but taken at 1743 *UT. The pplarizalibn modulation
at the higher time delays is now revealed.
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single LPAA. r't has become clear, --however, that the receiving -array dis-

criminates against interfer'ence from other users, which increases the_

signal-to-interference ratio. Figure -92 reveals that the lines are ab-

sent in 00i 2-hop return (Ieft), but appear almost vertical in- the 1-hop

backscatter between about 17 and 21.msec. Lt is clear then that they

can occur out to 3,,000 km ranges.

Figures 23 and'2'1 show the behavior of the new line fami-

lies most dramatically. Figure 24 is an c.panded version- of -the data- ini

Fig. 23 -between 13 and) 17 risec, tak~en two minutes later.. The lines are

seen to be almost pai'alrel ;with -the 1-hop leading -edge, and[ decreases

their -width. and spacing as it is approached. In -Fig. 23 it is seen that

the lines tilt less verticallyi toward the -left, and their bottoms begin

to curve'. By- comparison to the -earlier data, it is conjectured that this

curv'ature wou-ld& continueb i-f the lines were still resolvable, and that this

-effect is -assoc-iated- with the E--iayer l eading edge -on the, left of 'Fig-- -22-.

( 2) July 31q69

It will now-be instructive to- consider the behavior of

thL-se lines, as a function of season. Figure 25 shows SFC1V data taken on

30 Ju-ly 1969,, 'The system was set 1nearly -identically as foi- Figs.. 17-24,

-and, the rei *;-ving .antenna bearing wvas the same (270' deg). The suimmer and

wintei ionospheres were much different, however, and- a-t thQ sane time the

-new, -type of -line, fami-lies- canniot be seen. Evideonce wi-iV1 later show that

the line-., -might be seen at the longer ranges. To -check this, the upper

portion of the backscetter was expanded between 16 and 241- msec. Ther~e

are -a few vdrtical enhancements in .this da.ta but most of these seem to

be due to in'tbriering stations. Some ,o f the lines around 20 msec,, and

between 22 and 24 msec -could- be real. -It is quite cloak~ front this and

other diata, that, in -general, -the- summer backscatter has a great -deal

more -irregularity in -its structure than in- the winter, and corr espondiingly,
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DATE-: 2-7-69 1

TIME: 1818 _UT V

BEARING: 2700

SWEEP S__:__l-_

RATE ; 500Hz/s ~[

INfERATION'
TIME, 0.iec1520

RESOLUTION Z

fl

[13 15 20, 25 30
- FREQUENCY (MHz)

'Figure 23. Same a§ fig. 21, except ~at, 18)8 --UT'

7-9
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TIME, 1820 ,UT
DATE: 2-7-6916.62'~-

BEARING: .270P 62 ,

SWEE P t_____

RATE: 500kHz/s -15. 8 1C

TIME: 0:2-5sec 154-

RESOLUTIONr
LIMITY 84 -' 225

14.6

3. 15 20' 2530V FREQUENCY (MHZ-

Figure 24. Samne- a's Fig. 23; except that the time is two minutes literi
-zand; the-portion of the data betw~en 13,) and, 17 msec has

been- expanded tG 'show more :detaii.
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BACkSCATTER FROM PACiFIC-O CEAN
(30 JULY 69)',

22320UT, 2700 " 2326UT 2700_

?-0-4

d1 20 ?00

13 20 25, 30 -13 20 25 30
FREOUENCY (MHz)

WSSTEM PARAMETERS
250 kHz/iec --- SWEEP RATE--- 250 kHzlsec

0.25 sec r-INTEGRATION TIME---- r O.lsec
16 ps -RESOLUTION LIMIT- - 40ILS

Figure 25. _'FCW backscatter from the -Pacific Ocean on 30 July 1969.
showing that the new -modulation was not detectable at
that tin.--.
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r
many more focusing, lines. It so far seems that the thumbprint-lines -are

'simply not resolvabie, except occasiondly, iii summertime back sdatpr.

('3), October an)y November 1969'

By con'trast, it was already shown that they were seen in

September 1968 (Fig-. 15),, and' Figs. 26 and' 27 show that once again they

appbared in 'the autumn. The data in Fig. '26 were taken by transmitting

from Stanford,, rather than<Lst ills,, using a bi-directional rhombic

antenna. Because it was late in the afternoon (locally 17-14 PST), it

was possible to isolate the westward ,backscattei from the east as

designatedon the figure. Once again, the line families appear in

regular spacings,, nearly parallel to the leading edge. It is also note-

worthy in Fig. 2- that the lines can be seen right up to the edge ,of

)backscatter--which usually does not happen. The explanation for- this

is that the upper- (,Pederson) ray propagation. was attenuated all the way

to the backscatter focusing edge, whicr 'may hlave resulted from reduced

radiatic.i at the; higher elevation aigles Iby the ihombic antenna.

The data in- Fig. 27 were also taken in fhe afternoon, but

seveP'al days later, using the single LPA: at ,Lost Hills. These data" look

very s'ifi-ar to those in 'Fig. 18, except that there are less focusing

irregularities present An the -latter-.

2-. ,Conclusions

It may generally be concluded from the ,data that':

(6) The newly observed line families are never seen in back-
scatter frbm, the land.

(b) They are nearly always seen in the autumn and winter
during daylight hours,, in backscatter from the ,Pacific
Ocean.

(c) They are- very rarely seen in the summer, and then only
vaguely.
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19 - 2850

J a t a ' O!

DATE-: '10-22-69 , , ; -

TIME: 0114 UT ,___ ,,_,_

BEARING: r270°(Rx) P
,270* (Tx) EAST

SWEEP,
RATE: 100 kHz/s,

INTEGRATION EA
TIME,0.5 sec ; ""

:RESOLUTION W ESUMIT,:20,u.s w"' .-.IIVI : ,) ,.-, -"?1- LEADING
-w 13 .. .,,.#...,' ' -EDGE

.,

I

-24, 2730
FREQUENCY .(MHz)

Figure- 26. SFCW backscatter from the Pacific Ocean on 22 October 1969:
transmitter at. the- Stanford ,campus rather than Lost 'Hills. The
backscatter -from east and west is separated: by virtue of the
late- time of day (0114 UT, 17-14 local time at transmitter.)
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-DATE : I-1-5--69, i !1 I

II I $

TIME: 0052 UT

8tARING 2700 . I . ...K
SWEEP - I -
RATE:- 250 kHz/s

INTEGRATION " '8--- -

TIME:'O.I sec -E

RESOLUTION I
LIMIT:-40p.s -2400 z

0

4o _" -

1 0-,

6- 6 - 9 Qo.

13 15 20- 25 30
FREOUENCY (MHz)

Figure 27. SFCW back scatter from the Pacific Ocean on 5 Nov. 1969.
Transmitter at Lost Hills.
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(d) It is characteristic of the lines to be more nearly

parallel to the main leading edge of, the backscatter,

and to increase in, number as thcy approach it.

(e) They are clearly distinguishable from both discrete
echoes and focusing lines;. however, they can -become
horizontal over a certain frequency ,range when an
E-layer leading edge is also present, since they car.
curve around in a manner resembling a thumbprint.

(f) They are most clearly seen at ranges below 2,500 kin,
but they can also appear at ranges beyond this.

3. Hypothesis

To form a hypothesis to, explain these lines we must -first ,ask

ourselves what is different about the scattering behavior of the sea

silrf ace, and we must account for the fact that the lines have probably

-never been seen before.,

a. Continuity of the Sea s a and the Effect of Swells0

The conciusioin:% of Chapter II predict the sea surface to

have a nearly uniform, -or slowly "Varying cross section per unit area

with azimuth and1" range. This model should )hold true except when large

wave swells travel through, the scattering area under observation, since

these swells are not ,predicted by theory, and they can represent a sizable

discontinuity in -the sea surface structure. The ;backscatter from these

swells should,.-ave a high doppler shift (since they move faster) when the

radio wavelength is coiect for ,coherent (Bragg) reflection. Addition-

ally, if the surrounding (steady-state) sea is moderately calm, the

amplitude- of the backscatter from -the ,swells -should, be quite strong at

those correct frequencies. Following this line of thought further,

imagine a- swell wave train emanating from a point sourcet thereby causing

the wavefronts to expand outwards in concentric shells. Suppose Lhat one
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thei, illuminates this whole system of waves with a relatively broadbeamed

antenna (like a rhombic). The scatter from the swells will be a amaximunm

when the wave spacing--normal to the Airection, of radio-wave pibpagation--

is an integral number of half the projected radio wavelength. But, the

rafig6 at which tIis constructive interference occurs exactly should be

frequency dependent. Thus, there will be a 1-ine of ampli:tude enhance7

ment in a, range-frequency display of backscatter, for each harmonic number

of radio half-'wavelengths. This could result in families of lines which

could then be tilted with a negative or positive slope, depending upon

the direction from which the swells came (which way the -wind ivas blowing):.

hMUldrew [Ref., 32] believes tlht he saw this exactly, and the above ex-

planation-is his. He- was stationed in Ottawa, and used a rhOmbic antenna.

He believes that the lines could not have been caused by any ionospheri'

phenomena, and gives good evidence to support the Atlantic-Ocean swell

lhypothesis. His arguments are quite appealing, and* evidence will be

given- later which suggests that a rhombic antenna is much too -small to

use in seeing lines like those revealed in -Figs.- 17-27.

Muldrew's observation is, the only one of its kind. His

-proposed teclinique could very -well- be used as. another aid. to the detec-

tion of storms at sea which generate >lafge swcdlls. For the present, it

is sufficient tb-note that hi-s type of observation', is not seei nearly

as regularly as the thumbprint phenomena'. Moreover-, the appearance of

the swell lines is dilferent, in that they are not -parallel to the back-

scatter leading edge, and they sometimes bend' in, the 'opposite direction.

It is safe to say that the sea surface normally does not contain large

swells, travelling through, it, with sufficient amplitude to override the

backscatter from tKe more -numerous, more closelyr.-spaced- sea-wave- conponents--

as assumed- by the theory. It is- therefore safe to- say that the thumb-

prints are not due to backscatter from swells.
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b. The Polarization Dependence of the Sea's
*0

The other property -uniqcie about the sea surface is that

not only is its scatter magnitude reiatively constant over a large area,

but as shown in Chapter I, it follows that its polarization, dependence

will be alro. In fact, the sea, should be most nearly a vertically-

polarized i'eflector at low elevation angles, except perhaps for extremely

rough seas.

By contrast, .reflectors on the land can, statistically

s1 eaking, favor any .polarizatioh. It has -been felt by some [Refs 15, 17-]

that on the average the land also favors vertical over horizontal polar-

ization. This may be true, but measurements of localized areas do not

seem to confirm this; Indeed, Ranzi [Ref. 67] found that the "background"

scatterers seemed to favor yertical polarizations, while large discrete

'echoes from power lines and mountains favored horizontal polarization.

It is therefore true that when, a narrow beam antenna is used, the small

slice of terrain appearing in one res6lution cell can have a polarization

dependence different thlan the adjk qa~t cell--such as '-when, comparing scat-

ter from vertical meti poles or trees, tb horizontal 4,ower lines.

[ C. Hypothesis

Lastly, .Al must be considered that -the thumbprint linbs

Jhave probably never been seen before, .and 'a. very important .difference

between the author'ss6under and others, is that the Los -Ban[os array is

the widest-aperture antenna ever built to operatG at 11F. The apperance

of the lines is- therefore probably associated With antenna beamwidth.

-Because of the last properdy, the lines ,may be presumed,

to be associat6d witli some phenomenon in the ionosphere. The only

phenomenon whidh might be sensitive to antenna beamwidth is that which

causes the plane of pilarization of down-coming radiowaves to rotate with
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range, frequency, and azimuth--Faraday rotation. The Tact -that the sea

cross section and its polarization dependence is uniform from one -posi-

tion to the next, makes it possible fur the amvlitude of sea backscatter

to be a function of range and frequency according to the instantaieous

value of the radio wave polarization. For instance, providing that the

polarization does not rotate appreciably aci~oss the main receiving beam,

then if, at a fixed frequency and ,range the polarization comes.,,down lhori-

zontal, very little sea scatter will originiate. By contrast, if the

polarization comes down vertical' and if the receiving antenna's po&.ar-

ization, is correct, a maximum in b~ckscatter ampii-tude wll be achieved

(ignoring focusing and scattering irreguiritkis ii, the ionospher6).

Thus, the fact that the antenna is ,big 1enough makes this phenomena pos-

sibl'Y, Pnd the continuity of th& sea 's icross-section magnittude aid

polarization dependence make it appear only in sea backscatt6r. This

is thd, hyp othesis, and the -remaining chapters Will introduce strong

evidencb in its. favor.
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V. THE MODULATION OF SEA-BACKSCATTER AIMPLITUDE BY
POlARIZATION ROTATION (TIHEORY)

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a theor.-, -based on the

.Iypothesis stated- at the ,end, of the last chapter, which- w'ill be -used to

explain) the "thumbprints," ii swept -frequency sea backscatter records.

'Tlhe fiist section will discuss the concept of "polarization rotation,'

which will be applied in the development of the theory.. The theory,

assumes only that ordinary and' extraordinary modes are equally atten-

uated in the ionosphere, and that they are circul-rly polarized when

-exciting the ionosphere. The si~hplificdtibn duo to a monostatic souhdintg

geometry will then :be shown, and the -fourth section will express the con-

ditions under which- the "polarizatioh modulation" will be present. The

last section will demonstrate the use of an aproximate computer-iraytfacing

technique to synthesize model backscatter data which show the -new modu-

ration. The next cha pter will show expeimenta. data which verify the

theory.

A. TIE ROTATION OF POLARIZATION AFTER AN IONOSPHERIC REFLECTION

It has long been known- that the earth's. -magnetic field will affect

tile propagation of radio waves. Ratclille [oef. 68;],, Buidden, [Ref. 57),

and others have given excellent historical accounts of the development

-of icnosphleric research. Ratcliffe points out that the work of his book

-was-'mainly based on the theoreticaJ. vor, published by Appleton in 1927

[.Ref. 691. Appleton's theory derived' an expression for the -complex- re-

fractive index in the ionosphere, which was fulls' published ;by 1932

[Ref.. 70). Ini 1934, Booker [Ref. 71] interpreted ttje equations with

regard' to polarization, and- his conclusions are summarized, by Ratcl7if e
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[R~ef. 68-). Iir 1952, Snyder aijd Heiliweli btef, 72) publisvid a

"Unimversal Wave Polarization Chanrt foi- the Magneto-ionic Theory,." wh~ich--

is quite helpful in visualzing the behavior of the polarization of

radio waves.

In Applcten-'s results from Rlatcliffe Ellef. 68], it is seen that theI arth'-s mangntic field, causes thle energy of a linearly polarized wave

to split -Into two 1lliptically polarized waves, which travel vithi dif-

ferent phase and' group -velocities, and- in general do not follow thle

same ionospheric paths. The pr'oces s is called magnetoioni c splitt ing.

The two waVes have the "characteristic polarizations" of the ionosphere;

these nie usually denoted the- "ordinary" and- "ext-raordinai'y," for the

waves whiichW are least and most af fected by the- earth ts magnetic f iold,

respIect ivel y.

In the event that anl -elliptically polarized wave Is transritted

into the ionosphere, it will also be bl~oken down into the two chiaracter-

istic waves, -but thle components will have unequal amplitude. In ;fact,

if one tr'ansmits a wave which exactly matches one of the char'acteristic

polarizations of the ionosphere, the other component will n6t be -excited

exceopt to a small degree, perhaps, due to the fact that -the lonosphei'e

iz -li completely homogeneous)-. T1his will be discussed later.

Mian, both -magnetoionic components are exci-ted, two- phenomena occur.

If the experimenter transmits a short enough; pulse of energy over a one-

way path through the iohosphecre (and if- thle ionosphere will sulport the

necessary pulse bandwidth), hie will observe that the received energy will1

be split into two pulses, delayeda by 0 to 4 Ipsec,, due to the difference

in the grz 4p velocity of the .1o" and "x" modes,. Usuial-ly, one sees a

dlelay of 1 to 2 gs-c Onl the other hand, if, the transmitted pulse -i~s

lorigor than thle time-delay separation or the "o" and "x" modes, if the

receiver bandwidth is too narrow to resolve the Fourier spectrum of :the

sh-ort pulses, or if a range-extended backscattering surface is used',

one will obscrve vIhat the ~energy from the two chiaracteristic wav.es
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will add. In the author's work, it will always be assumed that the "o"

and "x" modes are never resolved in group time delay; however, if the

r;eader is interested in considering the effects of the latter, and, the

implications- on usable receiver bandwidth, hie is referred to the excellent

work (lone by Mark Eps ;ein While working at Stanford- [Refs. 45,73].

iJ-(en the energy from the 'o" and "x" modes add, the difference in

their phase velocities, -cause the resultanti polarization to vary ,ccord-

ing to the plia e difference between the two modes. Assuming that the

attenuation .of the two magnet6ionic componunts is equal (which is es-

pecinlly true at higher frequencies), then tie resultant polarization

will be linear, and- its orientation can be anywhere between vertical and

liorizontal. ien one uses a linear antenna ie will see the amplitude of

a received voltage vary with time,, and it will reach a maximum when the

arriving polarization is aligned with the antenna. Eckersley [ef. 74]

observed this as early zas 1929, after Appleton's theoiy had just been

published. In 1935, Martyn and Green [ef. 713 measured the polarization

of downcoming radiowaves from near vertical incidence.

A clear demonstration of the dffect of o-x splitting (.%len the two

modes, dte not resolved in time delay) was given in 1958 by H!edlund and

EdwardA [Ref. 76]. These workers used 100 gsec pulses, which were tr..:is-

mitred over a 1000 mile oblique path, using only 1-hop F-layer, lower

ray propagation. The ,pulses- were received on both vertical and horizontal

antennas, from which -it was -observed that tie signal amplitudes faded with

the same peiiod, but exactly out of phase. This is usually called "Faraday

-rotat ion," and as )een described in detail by several authors Ref. 77

as an example].

Appendix A is included at the end of this report in order to show

how- Faraday rotation develops. Alw unambiguous expression is given with

which the 'instantaneous value of polarization rotation, 0, can- be com-

puted. This is given by
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where ) is ,the freespaco radio wavelength, and R is the polariznation
0 x

of the extraordinary (x) wave when excit. ng the ionosphere (given in

Appendix A)re Usually tlie QL approxmation holds, so that -hen the down-

coming waves are parallel to thle earth's magnetic field, R-= +i, and'
x

when they are anti-pai~allel, Rx =,i. Miten X << 1 (Appendix A) the phase

paths P and P are given by
o x

p 0= pods

o path

(A12)-

P = j. dsx

x path,

where the o and x paths are in general different. The refractive -indices

for the o and x modes, %± and x, are functl:ons of ,the radiofrequency, f,

tihe electr6n density, N, the earth's magnetic field' intensity, 11, and

the direction of propagation, e, as commonly noted in ionosphdric texts

[e.g. Ref.,683. It is also seen that %o 'Z I. but it not necessarily

true that P 2 P between two- points, as sometimes assumed.
o x

The expression for Faraday rotation is denoted by the instantaneous

value, Q., not the total -value, %, as it is usually referred to [e.g.,
1t

-Ref s. 4I, 81, 77), since the latter oniy has meaning when itcan be shown
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that R does not change sign during the integration to determine P and
x 0'

P . Dulh [Ref. 77] used a technique which sometimes overcomes this

problem, which wil-1 -be discussed. later. For the -present purpose, it is

sufficient to note that the concept 'of "polarization -rotation in. the iono-

sphere" is fictitious -for oblique ionospheric propagatidf,, since the o

and x modes follow different path-s,, and- it is therefore necessary to con-

sider',polarizati6n rotation as the sum of two separate circular waves,

according to Eq. (,Al5).

Hereafter, the subscript "i" will be -removed from 0., but it is1

understood that, the instantaneous valuu of polarization rotation i:s

still assumed.

B. -THE MODULATION OF SEA-BACKSCATTER AMPLITUDE BY POLARIZATION ROTATION

Since the expression for i-s a function of f, N,-H, and G, in-

tegrated through the ionosphere, it is clear that P and P- (hence i)
0 x

are functions of frequency/, range (or time delay,, T) and azimultL, cp.

Indeed, by constraining thpi range and azimuth t6 be ponstant, Epstein

fRef~.. 44, 45, 78i 79, 80]',observed. the- variation of Q with changes, in

frequency. Croft [Ref s. '8, 821 -wrote a computer -program based on Ikulk's

-method [Ref. 77], ivith which he -apprexinmately calculated O versus range

at a- constant -frequency and azimuth,.. Using- the same prograni it can aliso

be shown that 0 varies with azimuth at, a constant range (or time delay)

and frequency-.

'Returning to Eq. (A15)Y, the effect of polarization rotation oil

backscatter amplitude must in spme way 'be ,derived- f-rein the way -in which,

ordinary and extraordinary--modes return to the receiver and interfere--

accorjding to their phase path- differences. Additionally, this interfor-

ence must- be contained in- some expression- which can be integrated over

the f requoncy bandwidth (GAf), the time delay resolution- (A-)., and the
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azimuthal beamwidth (AYp) specified by the sounder, in order to- yield the

received power.

Qualitatively, the process by -which the backscatter modulation is

produced is as follows: a wave is transmitted via the ionosphere, and

if its polarization is 'linear, it generates, equal--implitude 6 and x waves

hich travel to the rough surface of the sea. In, general, there are an

infini.te number of such "rays" which emanate from all elevation angles

and azimuths. Each of the characteristic waves strikes the sea surface,

and if its polarization is linear, iUt scatter-, new - and x waves which

are returned -to the receiving antenna.. The net result is thaIr the re-

ceiving antenna sces o anrd x waves, which add up Lo produce a linear wave

whose orientation could change to produce an amplitude modulation on the

received echoes; this is termed "polarization modulation." By co~parison,

if the transmitted polarization is ci,'cular, only one characteristic mode

is excited, and if the sea were polarization-independent, only one mode

dliOI-be reflected--thereby causing no modulation at the receiver. If

in the latter case, the sea still geneiated o and x modes from tie single

mode transmitted, the interferefice at the receiver would'-exist, but would

be different than in the first case. The same would be ,true if the sea

were p)olarization-independent, but the transmitter excited both* charac-

teristic modes.

To model this behavior, it must fi-rst be realized that each mode

which is returned to the receiver is gated out in time delay by thie

equivalent pulse resolution (and averaged), so that the constraint on

these modes is that their time delays are all equal. This may be con-

trasted to the one-way communication path, in which the ranges of the

modes are equal. Therefore, let us consider a particular time. delay,

using a fixed frequency. Furthermore Sweeney [Rof. 47] has shown both-

experFmentally and by using the 3-dimensional raytraeing programdeveloped

by ESSA [Rf. 83], that the lateral deviation of o and x rays is less
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than the beamwidth of the receiving array,. so that a particular azimuth

may also be assumed at which the o aid- x modes will have equal amplitude.

,Since the scatteriihg surface has uniform characteristics f-rom one point

to the next, it scatters exactiy the same from point to point, so that

the constraint of constant ground range need not be made.

Thus we will, assume constant f, VT and (P, and derive an expression

for the amplitude of the received energy for these particular parameters.

(Later, the expression will -be ifitegrated over th._ -sounder's Af, AT, and:

AcP.) ,To form such an expression, we must account for the modes which

arriv at the receiver with exactly the same time-delay. There is a

tr iismitted ordinary mode (o ) which scatters, and produces (in generalO)
t

btlh- n o and an x mode. Assume that the o mode is received at .the cor-

-rect time and ,label it o . The x mode will, however, not returl with
r

the correct time delay, so it is necessary for another transmitted o mode,

labeled o ,to produce the received x mode (x) which will -derive the
al t r

correct time delay. Likewise, the x mode produces an x-r mode, and the
t r

x produces the o' mode. Therefore, in.general, the receiver adds 4 ,modes
t t

(o , ) x , X to produce the -net amplitude of .the received energy.
r r r r

Figure 28 depicts 'the model, just discussed, -except that, for con-

venience- and simplicity, a monostatic sounder geometry is-depicted and

th'e relative separation between the sounder and scattering points is-

greatly-exaggerated. It is .indicated that the 6 and o modes follow
t~ r

exactly the same path (since their time delays are equal by recipro-

city), but this does not in general hold ti.ue for the bistatic geo--

metry. This i5 also true for-the x t and x modes. -As seen, these modesr

land on (and scatter f-rom) different ground ranges, but it is remem-

bered, that the total group paths for the rcturned modes are equal.

,Likewi~e, the x mode is scattered from somewhere in between the o
r r

and modes, in order for the time delay of all, three modes to be
r

I
equal. The same is true for the o mode. By symmetry, for the mono-

r
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static sounder, the o' and o' modes follow identical paths, as do the
r t

x and x' modes. This will not hold true for the bistatic case, however.
t r

Thus, in general, there are 4 transmitted modes, 4 points of re-

flection, hence- 4 receiVed modes for the bistatic geometry, as depicted

in Fig. 29. The four mode combinations are depicted as (o -- o )f

(x -- x ), (.t" -- x'), and (x'-- o.') , the time de'lays of which are equal.
t r it r t r

This case will be considered first; then the next section will illustrate

the simplifications which result, when using a monostatic sounder.

We can proceed to define the phase paths, hence the equivalent

polarization rotation of the returned mode combinations. It will 'be

convenient, however, to divide this intU 8 classes: 1) The sounding

antennas and scatterer are lineariy polarized, which proceeds directly

from the- above; 2.) the scatterer is pnlar'tzation-indcpelnidont, but the

sounder is linear; 3) the scatterer is linear,,, but one of the sounding

:antennas is circularly polarized.

1. Sounding Antennas and Scatterqr ,inenrly Polarized

The total phase paths of the two returned o modes, Pol and

PEP and-of the x modes, P,. and P-2' can be written as:

Pol Pot + P or

o o2 
x(9)

P P + P
Xl xt xr

P2 Pc / + P

x2 o t x

where P denotes the phase path of the o mode.; Per the o mode,
ot t or r

etc. A fixed, frequency, time delay, and azimuth are still assumed. For

reference purposes, assume that all of these phase paths are calculated

or measured when the sounding antennas and scatterer are all vertically
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Figure 29. Characteristic-wavet modes at the backscatter, surface,
for a, bistatic sounder.
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polarized. The effect of other linear" polarizations will be accounted

for later. We can then sum two pairs of o and x modes, to form two

linearly-polarized resultant waves at the receiving antenna. This sum-

mation is most easily understood by taking P - P and P -P
o. xl o2 x2,

which- gives (after rearronging terms):

Pol x (P or x r  (Pot -xt (i)

o2 2 ( P o 'r - r (P o ot x :t

Equivalent polai'ization-rotation angles, 0, are defined from

these phase paths according to:

R

X1 or xr ot xt EXITI
= o 'xo-Pr (o x )  - EXIT

(ii)

R

[(P c - P 'r - (P o ' -P x' ) X X
2 o or xr o t x t i li EXI

0 x

The term' R/i IRxI is equal to 1-.0' times the sign of Rx, and it will be

the same for C1 andQ 2 , since all four modes -aririve at the receiver

very closely spaced. In order for the sign to be, different, it -would

be necessary 'for a downcoming mode to be "QL" with cos 6 positive in

c ne case-, and -negative in the other (Appendix A); this condition is not

likely to occur. Furthermore, in order to verify that -the sign of Rx

did not change for all of the experimental conditions -used' by the author,

R, and R were calculated at the bottom of the ionosphere (height =
0 x

80 kin), as'suming X << 1, for the antenna bearings, frequencies, and

elevation angles used in the experiments. It was found that from Lost

Hills and Los Banos- the sign of R was always negative for reception,

x
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and positive for transmission into -the ionosphere to the west. These

signs are reversed when s)unding to the east. Moreover, it was deter-

mined that the "QL" approximation was always valid for the exiting or

entering waves--which means that they were nearly circularly polarized

all the time. Allowing for the sign of R to be (+) or (-), but thex

same for all modes, we can define the following equivalent polarization

rotation angles:

T

r - (por -xr)
0

(P
(p -p ot xt0 ('12)

(2 = .--- (p, -p

r or x r
0

= i- r - ),,
t ot x't

such that 0 = 2 + 02 and (2 = (2 - (2 It is not clear how the,
1 r t 2 r t

paths for P and P , and the others, are deterfn ,i h
or xr " d', since the con-

straint of constant time delay applies to the resultants given by

Eq. (9). Thus it may be difficult to calculate these angles for

the bistatic geometry. For the iioment, 'however, it is only necessary

to see that they exist, and that, their net signs are determined by

whether the diffeience in theiir respective phase paths is positive or

negativb. Section 4,, below, will discuss this further.

Thus ,one receives the equivalent of two linearly-polarized waves,

which, when they rotate with time, frequency, time-delayi or azimuth

can produce a modulation on the received pdwer. However, note that

the reference at- which--the various phase path differences are measured or
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calculated, has been def-Ined as that for which the sounuing antelfias and

scat~erer are all vertically polarized. To account for this, it is

first noted that Q and 0' have phase path terms which include only o
r r

and x paths from the scatterer to the receiver. Likewise, t and 0t
t t

contain terms for o and r modes sent from the transmitter to the scatter-

er. Hence, if the transmitting antenna is rotated from the vertical

by some angle, this angle will modify the phase paths forming Q2 and Q
t t

by an amount which is equivalent to a polarization rotation. Thus, if

one stands behind the transmitting antenna, the angle between its polar--

ization and the verticali measured in the CW direction, is equal to an

equivalent positive polarization rotation, denoted AQt . Then, if the

scatterer is linearly polarized-, and if its angle relative to the vert-

ical is measured CW when viewing it from' the transmitter., then this

angle will tend to subtract from -At (i.e. the scatterer and transmitter
Lt

polarizations become more nearly aligned). Call this scatterer anule)

As -which is thus positive when measured in the COW direction as

viewed from the transmitter. Following the same reasoning, the -energy

is retransmitted from the scatterer with a polarization-rotatioh- "lead"

in the positive directi6n when measured in the CCW direction when viewed

from 'the receiver. This angle is denoted AQ , and 'is equal to AO
sr" st

when the scatter'er has the same polari;zation when viewing both thei

transmitter and receiver. When the-receiving antenna is approached, its

angle from the' vertical, measured in- a CW direction- as viewed from

behind it, will add an amount AQ ~al. Oling 0 ,' , 0. , and (2' the
r rn -rn tn' - t

'.net" polarizations, then all of this is summed upas
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= + O + A
rn 1. r Sr

0.' :+ An. +
ln 1. r sr

tn, t An t S st

on = W~t + Ant + AnQ

t t st

where I and Q are pusitive when measuredCW and when standing
1- t -

behind the antennas lookiii- toward the scatterer, Likewise, 0 and
-- _ .. .. S.-

0 are CW positive wben looking. towaid the sounder from behind the
st - - I-

scatterer.

Assuming that the downcomng modes are .,ciruIarly polarized, we

can now write down the general expression which describes the way in

which polarization rotation will modify the. received backscatter ampli-

tude. We note -that (e receive the equivalent of two linearly-polarized

waves, whose planes of polarization have rotated- through angles of

1 0 ) and (n - Q) respectively, writh- respect to fhe positiont
rn tn rnl t~

of the receiving antenna; Heiice, if-we define

r t sr st
(14)

r t sr st

then the ielative (IiS), receiver voltage, V, (normalized to- 1.0) is

given by

V - icos (0 + ) + co (-0' - 0' + AD')Il (1)
r r t r t

(Sounding antennas and' scatterer linearly polarized)
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This expression is generally applicable when the sounding antennas and

scatterer are rinearly polarized, but not necessarily in the sama way.

This, result is very interesting, -because one could change one or

both of the sounding polarization and then note a change in the back-

scatter power at some frequency, time delay, and azimuth. As an example,.

suppose that the receiving antenna and scatterer are vertically polarized

and fixed, but that the transmitting antenna is switched from vertical

to- horizontal. From -the above, when the transmitter (T) is vertical,
x

= Q = 0, but when it is horizontal £kQ = = Tn/2, so

that

V (T vert) - cos (C + 0 + cos (0 ) Ir x r tr
(16)

V (T lioriz) = 1sin (Q + Q ) + sin (Q'- .t
r x -r t r t

ThS, in general, a noticeable change in receiver voltage will occur when

the transmitter polarization- is switched- -between vertical and horizontal--

providing that the condition .of "fixed" frequency,, time-delay, and

azimuth. is approximated.

2. Sounding Antennas Linearly Polarized, Scatterer Polari-zation

Independent

If the scatterer is said to be "polarization independent," i-t

is meant that it will scatter the same mode which impinges upon it. An

example of such a reflector is a large, flat copper sheet. If a CW-

circular wave strikes it, it is reflected as a CCW ,mode (when viewed from

-behind the, waves in each case). Both the incoming -and reflected waves

will satisfy the condition in the ionosphere which enables both of them

to propagate as o modes or x modes-; (i.e., tle sign of cos e is different

for each direction, thus accommodating -the different rotations of the two

-modes). Hence, an o mode will be reflected as al o node-, and'-sn x mode
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as an x modee. rhorefore, the cross-coupled modes combinationsi, o -- x
t r

and x -- o, are eliminated.
t

Then, referring to Eq. (12), O'= O'= 0, so thatr t

V = ICos (0 + t + A)l ,(17)

(Scatterer polarization independent, antennas linear)

where it is also true that AQ = AQ = 0, so that AQ = AQ + AQ If
sr st r t

we specify the receiver to be vertically polarized, then AQ = A P . ence,

when the transmitter is vertical, A = 0, and when it is horizontal,

ACI= /2, so that

Vr(Tx vert) = Icos (Or- + Qt )

(18)'

V r(t horiz) = Isin (Qr +

This expression says that the peaks and nulls will exactly interchange

in the (hypothetical) backscatter record--manifest ing changes in

(Q + Qr) with changes in time delay', frequency, or azimuth--when the
r' t

transmit polarization is switched from vertical to horizontal.

We see that if' the scatterer were polarization-independent, and

if (at leAst) one of the sounding antennas were circularly polarized,

then we eliminate the reception of all 'but one of the four modes. In

this case polarization rotation would not occur. Likewise, if both the

transmitter and receiver were circularly polarized, polarization rotation

would again be eliminated. Hence only one more case needs to be

considered.
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3. Scatterer Linearly Polarized, One -Sounding Antenna Linear.,
the Other Circularly Polarized

In this last case, we receive only two modes. If the receiver

is vertical, and the transmitter circular, the received phase paths are

P.l and Px2,- or Po2 and P [Eq. (9)', depending upon whether the trans-

mitter excites an o or x mode (respectively). If we reverse these

polarizations, then the received phase paths are Pol and Po2' or Pxl

and Px2'

We must now combine these phase paths, subtracting them in

such a way that a difference between an o and an x mode exists. The

results have a different form than before, and new angleS, denoted C).3
must be .defined. These may be listed in the same order above, as:

R -LINEAR
)" = £ [(Po + P) - (Po/ + P i )) "..x1 ot or ot x r T -o MODE

R -LINEAR
2) - -- [ (P 

/ + P 'r p + )
x t or xt Xr T-x MODE

o x
(,9)

R -o MODE
3 = /2- [(P +p ) - (P  + P  ) ...
3 0 or ot xt o r T -LINEAR

R -x- MODEn" : -+ Pr -(Pt + Px l

"[) xt xr T -LINEARo x

To account for different orientations of the linear elements

(AC"), note first that when the transmitter is circularly -polarized

AC -'O, and a dif.ference between an o and x mode occurs over the re-
t

ceiving path. Thus, AQ and AC) contribute to A". It is also true in

this case that the difference between -like transmit modes occurs.
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Therefore, the effect of adding a phase to one of those modes by rotat-

ing the scatterer polarization from vertical is cancelled when the other

(like) modo is subtracted. Thus, AQ = 0 when the transmitter is cir-

cularly polarized.

The same reasoning may be applied when the receiver is cir-

cularly polarized and the transmitter linear, to yield AQ += t + Ast"

Summarizing, we have:

= 4? 4? + A?
2 r sr

(20)

A4 = AO" = + A
3 -4 t st

Hence,

v Icos (Y + g01)]1
r, 3

(Scatterer linear, either T or R is circular,

the other linear.)- x x

In this expression 0" + AQ/1 are determined from equations (19) and (20) as
jj

IVI
1 + A'etc. where j = 1, 2, 3, or 4. it is clear that if
1 -1'- 2 2 . t

the transmit ,polarization were switched from linear to circular, a marked

-change in V would occur, as when comparing Eq. (15) or (17) to (21.r

More will be said about this later.

4. Further Interpretations: The Sign of "Po.-PxI

The results of Appendix B show that an 0 mode will always

accumulate more "phase path length" compared to "group path length"

than -will an x mode when -both- modes travel through rearly the same iono-

sphere in nearly the same direction. Thus,- when these conditions are
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satisfied, and when the group paths (i.e., time delays) of an x mode

and o mode are equal, it will Le true that P > P .This means also that
0 x

when the time delay of a sum of x modes equals that of a sum of o modes,

then EP - EP.0 x

Therefore, referring to Eqs. (10), (11), and (12) we can say

that the sign of (C~t+ Qr) is equal to the sign of R.. For the bistatic

geometry, however, we cannot be sure that this always holds tru( for nQt

and individually.

Secondly, if incoming modes with equal time delay involve the

combinations of o and x modes, then it will be true that the mode com-

bination which contains the greatest number of o modes wiill have the

greatest total phase path. However, for the bistatic geometry ( at least),

we cannot determine which is the greater of two modes which have the same

number of o and- x modes. Therefore, we -cannot specify the sign (Qr -

in general.

We can, however, say the following, referring to Eqs. (9):

P P and P <Pxi x2 02 01

(or) (22)

(P + Px) (Po' + Px (P' + p (P +P)
xt xr ot xrr xP r ot or

Therefore, referring to Eq.- (19), tile sign of is the same as (Or + Qt),

since the difference between %he phase paths, determining both angles,

is greater than zero. Furthermore, since In+ 1 = IPo '" , -P xo,

and since always involves the difference between o and x modes

(or o + o or x + x modes), it is true -that

0 kY"I + (23)
t r
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This last result means that if the receiver and scatterer weIe linear,

and the transmitted polarization were switched from vertical to circular,

then comparison of Eqs. (15) and (21), in light of Eq. (2:) shows that

the period of one cosiae component would be reduced--chat is, the changes

in (Q + ) and Q" with changes in time delay, frequency, 'or azimuth.
r j

The consideration of a monostatic geometry will shed more light on tiis.

C, SIMPLIFICATIONS WHEN THE SOUNDER IS MONOSTATIC

Under monostatic conditions, Fig. 28 applies directly. Therefore,

P P =PopP =P p ,P /, P, and P / = P =P
ot or = xt xr x ot or o xt xr x

so thiat Q Q , and Of = 0'. Furfhermore, AO = t= 6
r t r t sr s s

The time delays--hence, the "group" paths, P/--of the o--o and

x-"x mode combinations, are equal. Thus, P/ = P,/, and using the nota-
0 x

tion of Appendix B, the paths of the o and x are determined using

rd(WPo) 0 d(W)(j -V- ds = jds , (24)

o path x path

/

which holds for X << 1. If the latter condition is not satisfied, P =
0

P' still holds, but the equation for P' is more complicated.
x

I I

For the o and x modes, it is true that their ranges are equal, and

that the sum of "their group paths equals twice the amount given Ly
I XI

Eq. (24). Thus, to determine the o and x paths, in order -to calculate

P and -P /, we have
o x

Range (o path) -izange (x' path) (25)

and

ds + -6 f ci (26)
-J Js = - -. a

' path x path o path



Which specifies that the -time delays of the mode combinations o -- x,

x -- o , and o -- o are equal.

1. Sounding Antennas and Scatterer binearly Polarized

Using the results from the last section, Eq. (14) becomes:

A)= An + t + 2AO
r t (27)

A = A~ -AQ

1' t

Eq uation (15) becomes

V = (i/2)lcos (2Q + AQ) + cos (AO')l (28)

where the subscript "n" denotes "monostatic. When the scatterer and

receiver are vertical-ly polarized, Eq. (16) becomes:

V rm(Tx vert) = (1/2) I'cos (20) + 1 - cos2 (Q)

(29)

V (T  horiz) = (V?) Isin (2Q) ,
rm x

which shows that nulls appear at the position of the peaks in Vr when
r

the polarization is s*itched from vertical to circular, and-the peaks

double in number.

2. Sounding Antennas Lineaiily Polarized, Scatterer

Polarization-Independent-, , "

Equation (17) 'becomes

V = Ices (20 + AbI , (30)

rm

and (-18) is simplilied to

- V -(T vert) = Ices (20)1
rm x

('31)

V (T horiz) = Isin (20) 1
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3. Scatterer Linearly Polarized, One Soundifig Antenna Linear, the
Othdr Circularly Polarizec

Equations (20) become

= 2 =-~
2 r S (32)

LID Q //= '&' +~O
3 dl t s

and :Eq. (21) is still given: by

V Icbs- (0" + ) (33)r'm j 3

where, from -Eq. (19)

0---2P - (p ,+ , ,))
1 3 0 0 0 (34)

( = '- [ ,- ,- 2PX2, 4 X- - x o x
0

From -Eq. (23):

0 I 2'.l ]1 (35)

Whet the receiver and scatterer are vertically polarized, and the -trans-

mitter polarization -is switched from vertical to circular, we note first

that 50 = 1 " = 0, and V :takes the formj "m

cos2(O - --- T veitical

v = (36)
rm

cos(On) .... r circularj x

(j = - or 2)

It is again clear that the character of the -receiver voltage fluc-

-tuations with changes in- Q and 0':' will be different -for the two trans-
J

mit ter polarizations-. For the monostatic sounder geometry, the following

may also be noted: when ai- x -mode becomes an x mode, and an, o mode an
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V

o mode, such that the x and o ,modes cover the same ground range, it

is reasonable to assume that the changes in phase path (P - P 0) and0 0

(P - P ,) are -nearly equal, but opposite in sign. Stated otherwise,
x x

(P + P ) (p / + P ). Further justification for this relation is
/ /

seen. when it is considered that the o--o, o -- x , and x--x mode combin-

ations cover ground ranges which are very nearly equal (raytracing shows

the o--o and x--x modes -to be about 500 meters apart, and the o--x mode

somewhere in between) . Thus, .changes in group path are very nearly

equal to changes in phase path over these small range increments. Butj

since the total group path of the o -e-x mode equals that of th.e sum of

n o and x mnode,_ and since each sum contains an "Io" and ".x" mode, it

follows thst the net phase paths should be approximately equal.

From this result, it is seen that

"- (monostatic) , (37)

which satisfies Eq. (35).

Examination of Eq. (36) in light of (37) means that the character

of V 1changes from cos2 (0) to !pproximately Icos (0 when the trans-r'n

mitter polarization is switched froi vertical to circular. There may be

a-qonstant phase difference between ." and 0, but this is neglected, asj

it is not important in determining the relative shape and period of V

when the polarization is switched. By symmetry, the sam, results- will

hold true if the receiver polarization is circular and the transmitter

is linear.

D. THE CALCULATION OF TOTAL BACKSCATTERED POWER, INCLUDING POLARIZATION
MODULATI ON

The last 'two -sections- have yielded formulas for the behavior of tle

received voltage in response to a baclscatter signal which undergoes

different amounts of instantaneous polarization rotation. These equations

-119
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for V wore derived while assuming a -particular time delay, frequency,
.r

azimuth, and time of clay (all of which were constant). When an actual

backscatter record is made, however, it will be true that any expression

-for backscatter power at discrete X, T, and o must be integrated over the

-frequency beamwidth ( £), time-delay -resolution (6T), and the azimuthal

beamwidth (Ao) specified by the sounder. This integration determines

the energy returned from the minimum-size backscatter, resolution cell,

and must be repeated for all frequencies, time delays, and azinmths en-

-countered, while recording the backscatter record. It will be assumed,

however, that the data are recorded suf.iciently rapidly to exclude the

necessity of considering changes ki 0? with time of day. This latter as-

sumption is equivalent to saying that the integration time of the spec-

trum analyzer (-see Chapter III) is much less than the time for Q to change

by 17/2 radians. But the integration time was always, lss than 1 sec, and

the. time for the 0 charge is typically 15 sec or more [Ref. 56], so the

assumption is valid.
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4I.. The General Technique

Much work has been done to describe the behavior of backscatter

amplitude analytically, so that it may be calculated using computer ray-

tracing. Croft [Refs. 84, 85] developed the general method applicable

to two dimensions--no changes in the ionosphere with azimuth--while

Georges and Stephenson [Ref. 59] extended tho method to three dimensions.

This previous work was quite justified in ignoring ,polariation moduila-

tion, sifnce it has become clear that the smaller sounding antennas--

normally encountered at HF--have beamwidths which are t6o broad to

resolve the effects of polarization rotation. It is clear, however,

that the present theory must account for the effect of the eaith's

magnetic field when calculating backscatter amplitude.

The backscatter p6wer, dP from the sea can be written as

dP = ,iGrG taodzp dT , (38)r r t o

where the symbols have already been defined except for X. The latter

accounts for the transmitted power, range attenuation, antenna capture

,area, angle of elevation ,dependence, ionospheric focusing enhancemenf.s,-

and ionospheric absorption., It is here that Croft's techniques prove

most -valuable, in that computer raytracing can be employed to calculate

the fluctuations in X. 'To construct-a synthetic backscatter record, a

receiver bearing, frequency, and time delay are chosen, and dP is

integrated over all azimuths and within the time-delay resolution AT.

Assuming that the bearing is constant, new frequencies and time -delays

are chosen and the process is repeated until the record is completed.

In general, the transmitter azimuth cD cari be found- from the receiver

azimuth ; and the time delay T represents the sum of the time-delays

from transmitter to scattering point, T' and that from scatterer to
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rr
the receiver, T r It the bistatic separation is great, raytracing over

bth the transmit and recoie paths may be necessary. For a monostat-ic,

or nearly monostatic sounder, the integration in Eq. (38) is obviously

greatly simplified.

2. Including Polarization Modulation

To include the effect of the earth's magnetic field, it is

necessary in general to compute the deviatioh of the o and x modes from

the "no field" rays, account for the differential absorption of these

two characteristic waves, and finally to calculate the effect of

polaAzation rotation on the receiver voltage. For the purpose of

modeling "polarization modulation," it was already assumed that the

lateral deviatioi of the modes and their diffeential absorption were

small enough. to be neglected.. These assumpti,'zs appear to be very good

in practice, and the only exception is that one occasionally observes

a large difference in signal strength between the o and x modes. This-

circumstance is rare, however, as testified by the great amount of

one-way -propagation data containing signal fiuctuations "due to the

inteiference between o and x modes causing polarization rotation.,

lavl ng made these assumptions, the expression for dP can ber

matde to include polarization modulation by multiplying it by the appropriate
2 2

expression ior- V- (or V ). Since V can vary rapidly with frequency,
r 1Mi r

however, it is now necessary to compute its average over Af. The equa-

tion for the average received -power-, <) >, can theu be written as
r

< p CD,)> _ G G JV2 dp dT df (39)
r 'f Af AT o r t r
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3; The Ability to Detect Polarization Modulation

Since V2 contains tens involving sines, cosines, and constants,
r 2

if the heavily weighted part of the integration in Eq. (39) carries Vr

through one or more half cycles in Af, AT, or cp, one will not detect a

noticeable difference in <P > between two time delays, frequencies, or
r

azimuths, due to the rotation of polarization.

We can visualize this more clearly -by first noting that the

most heavily weighted portion of Eq. (39) is probably due to the antenna

gain product GG . To investigate this, G G dY-was integratd using a
r~r t

digital computer, as-described in Appendix C. -From this- thr equivalent

beamwidth, ACP , is-computed which is-defined as

360G

eA9-rmG ) ]  GrGtd(mx. (40)
-r- t 0 -

It is normally, found that when- G = G, Acp is the -3 dB beamwidth of
r e

the sounding antenna [Refs. 41, .86]. For the Los Ban3s-Eost 1ills

antenna system it is found that Ay e is close to the -6 dB beamwidth of

Gr, and this result-should be independent of the radio frequency. It

was 4so computed that the- contributions to the intbgral were down

13-dB outside the main beamof G , a.d weke down about 8 dB outside
r

Ate . Therefore, it is clear that the most significant portion of G G
e -r t

is that s~anning Ap
-e

To first order, we -can. then estimate the expected variation

in- backscatter power due to .polarization modulation. First, assume

that Ha G G changes very little over: Af and- At; (i.e., that its average
ort - "

is -equal to its "midband" value). This is- a -very good assumption.

Secondly, assume that the contributions from -this factor are negligible

outside AP . Since- a to the east is from the -land, its average value

e- 0

-123-
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should be at least one-tenth that -over the Pacific. It is therefore

really assumed that X is no larger to the east than 10 times its value

to the west. A previous calculation [Ref. 21] shows that this is a

good assumption. Having made these assumptions, Xa may be removed

from the integration. Then,, if V = 1-over ACP in-one range cell, andre

V = 0 in another, the difference in amplitude between these two range
r

cells will be at least 8 dB. But, if the backscatter from east and

west is separated, (as in Fig. 26), this variation could be much greater.

As a consequence of the above -discussion, we can define the

following as the criterion for the detection of polarization modulation:

2. 1 :
V (f')-q ! Af AT A .Ij f dcp-dT df (41)
-r AfT ~~ ~ re Af AT Acp

where Ap is the -6 dB beamwidth of G . This specifies that the average
2 er

of V over the resolution -cell (AT Ay ) and frequency bandwidth- is approxi-
r e

mately equal to its- value at discrete f, T, and- . As a-pictorialexample

of this, consider the simple result for V given by Eq. (29)-, andI rY

consider the transmitter polarization to be vertical, so that V =

2 rm
cos 0. The Orawing in Fig. 30 intends to show lines of constant

vertical polarization (0 = 0, n, 217, etc.) in the AT Acp plane at con-

stant frequencies, f3 > f2 > f1 " When the lines are extended tonew

frequencies, surfaces of constant polarization in the ATAtp Af volume
e

are traced out, as shown. In this case, we see that for a fixed location

and value of AT, and fixed Ap , as f increases a given line moves toward
e

lower 7 until one line is lost, and a new one added. Since- more than

one surface intersects the volume in Fig. 30, Eq. (41) is not satisfied.

If, however, AT were redlced by something greater than- a factor of two--

while not making Af = 1/AT too large--it is evident that polarization

modulation would be detected in the hypothetical backscatter record.
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SURFACES OF
CONSTANT POLARIZATION

. .TO SOUNDER

44

S-

Figure 30. Sketch- showing the way in which the ability to detect
polarization modulation may be visualized. The- shaded-
surfaces are those of constant, polarization for the
monostatic geometry.
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* AN APPROXIMATE COMPUTER-RAYTRACING INTERPRETATION

Using tile computer progranm developed by Croft (Ref s. 81, 82],

which was referred to at tile beginning of this chapter, one may compute

approximately how polarization rotation varies with range, frequency,

and azimuth. The method assumes that the "QL" approximation is valid

over the entire ray paths--as is commonly true when tracing rays between

the ground and satellites at very -high frequencies. Dulk [Ref. 77]

achieved good correspondence between measured and calculated polarization

rotation using this method--even when rays became perpendicular to the

earth's magnetic field lines,. There is currently some debate about

the reliability of this method when applied- to oblique propagation,

especially when radio waves (1o not really satisfy QL con ditions. Epstein

discussed this briefly [Refs. 44, 45]. Since the methoo often computes

values of C1 which agree with those calculated by tracing individual o and

x modes [Refs. 81, 82], the author is inclined to accept its results as

providing at least a rough, first-order- indication of the variation of

' with time-delay, -frequency, and azimuth. It is -felt, however, that

one should not attempt to use the method to compute- a "total Faraday ro-

tation" over a given oblique path unless it is known that the QL approxi-

mation is always valid, or at least that the- ray does--not become perpen-

dicular to the earth's magnetic field.

'rhe computer program trbces a single- ray through the ionosphere,

using the no-field expression for p (Appendix A), while the incremental-

increase in P - P is calculated and summed along this path. One0 X

finds that a confusion over the proper sign of Q can develop, but

2
this will be of no consequence in what follows, since cos C) is

evaluated. Two types of ionospheres were chosen: Those with an E

and F layer, others with F and F layers. Tile first is typical for

winter-daytime conditions, the second for the summer. Tile equation
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for electron density, N, versus height, h is given by the Chapman

function used by Croft [Refs. 81, 84] and -Barnum rllef. 87]:

N(h) = No exp - z - ez

z h - hr

= 7 (42)

hi = height of maximum density, No

h s = a scale height

Table 2

PARAMETERS USED FOR IONOSPHERES

Ionosphere N -elec/ca3  h (kin) h (kin) h1 (kin)o m s

4-1161 E 10 130 30 50 : li 163
6

-F 10 300 65 164 5 h : 300
5

M 62 E 10 130 25 55 h 180
6

F 10 300 65 181 h 300

N163 F 'i.5 (10) 200 50 50 h 227
6-

F 10 300 65 228 1 h : 300
2

M61K same as 3 161, but with N replaced by 1.48 N
o 0

A!63K same as A163, but with N replaced by 1.48 N
0 0

Table 2 lists the parameters used for the different ionospheres. A

dipole magnetic field was assumed for the earth, vi-th its coordinates

misaligned with the ge,,physical coordinates, placing its South pole

-near Thule, Greenland [Refs. 56, 88]. The upper (Pederson) ray propa-

gation was assumed -to be of lower amplitude, hence it was neglected.
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The fLirst set of ray traCirigs was dlone with ionospheres "M61",
IM62" , and "M63", at a constant bearing of 270 (leg. froi los Ianos

Choosing constant frequencies 'between 10 and 28 IIllz, LI was calculated

versus time delay and plotted as a family of curves parametric in fre-

qtentcy. Assuming a monostatic sounder geome'try, andl that the trals-

mitter, receiver, and scatterer are all vertically polarized, V = cos

Eq. (29). Thus, Cor this geometry it is meaningful to plot the locus of

constant , = nIT, which therefore gives the position of maximum signal in

the time-delay frequency plane. mls was done graphically by stel)ping

1 in intervals of -radians (oi- 1/2 turns in rotation), and recording

the time delays at which the parametric curves intersected each value of 12.

These points were then transferred to -tie time-dolay frequency plane,

and- then connected by best-fit lines. The time-delay scale was doubled

to account for the two-way backscatter propagation time. The rcesul ts
for these 'first three ionospheres are shown in Figs. 31 to 33. Each

line represents a line of constant (vertical) -polarization.

Neglecting all other properties which affect backscatter amplitude,

it is still apparent that the periodicity and general character of the

lines closely resemble t ose in the experimental data in Figs. 17 to 27.

When the maximum density o the E layer was increased, Fig. 32 shows

that a new leadhing edge (from the E layer) is seen on the synthetic

record. This occurrence seems to explain the data in Fig. 23 quite

well. Figure 33 shows that the summer ionosphere produces lines which

are more closely spaced, and therefore more '.fficult to resolve.

Moreover, the lines from the F layer are superimposed on those from1

the F layer over a ]large range of frequencies -and time delays. To
:2

f-irst order, this could explain why polarization mnodulation is not

apparent on backscatter data recorded in the summer--excel)t perhaps

at the longest t;ime delays.
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Figure _31. Synthetic backscatter plot showing-lines of constant
polarization. An F layer of 106 electronls/cm 3 and
an E layer 300 times smaller are assumed for winter
conditions.
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Tigure 33. Same as Fig. 31, but ~a summer ;-nospliere is assumned.
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The second set of raytracings was done at 20 MhlIz, using ionospheres

",N61Kt and "M63K". 'The new N161K is different from A161 in order to match

the minimum time delay of the synthetic backscatter with certain experi-

mental data. M63K was different from M63 in order to make a consistent

F-layer size for Figs. 34 and 35. The effect of these changes is small,

and toi, the present purpose we may -ignore them entirely. The raytracings

were done as before, except that different azimuths were used. Thus,

the computer output was plotted as -before, but parametric in azimuth

rather than frequency. Values of 0 = nn were again assuumed, and lines

of constant (vertical) polarization were plotted in the time-delay

azimuth plane. Assuming a 0.5 deg antenna beamwidth, -it is apparent

from Figs. 3,4 and 35 that Eq. (41) can be satisfied in the winter, but

not during the summer at the time delays shown. Furthermore, the use of

a 2 (leg beamwidth or more would render the lines undetectable during the

laytime for both seasons.

F. CONCLUSIONS

The theory just described could explain the. observed periodicity and

contruu-ity or the new type of line families described in the last chapter.

Since polarization modulation should become visible only when the mag-

nitude and polarization properties of the scatterer are relatively constant,

the fnct that lines aire seen only over the sea can be explained. The

results using the approximate computer raytracing method show that the

lines become more dense near the backscatter leading edge, and can curve

around to re.-emble a thumbprint. These also agree with the experimental

da ta.

The next chapte-r will give experimentA. prooi -that -the new type of

line faiilies are caused by polarization rotation.
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LOS BANOS
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nu-n,
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ANTENNA BEARING (deg)

Figure 34. Synthetic backscatter showing lines of constant -polarization
in the time delay-azimuth plane, assuming a winter ionosphere.
Shows why large antenna beamwidths cannot -resolve polarization
modulation.
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ANTENNA BEARING (deg.)

Figure 35. Same as Fig. 34, but using a summer ionosphere. Even the
'Los Baios array should not be able to resolve polarization
modulation during the summer, as observed experimentally.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF POIARIZATION-MODULATION ON SEA BACKSCATTER

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the wvo, in which con-

trolling of the transmitter polarization affects the new typc of modu-

lation on sea backscatter. Two types of experiments were performed. In

the iirst, the transmitter polarization was switched between verticai aad

elliptical polarization for alternate wide-swept frequency records. In

the second experiment, narrow-band "fixed" fiequency data were recorded,

wherein the transmitter polarization was switched -bet%,en vertical and

horizontal every 10 seconds. The (.ults corresponded ,,ith the theoreti-

cal predictions in the last chapter, and prove conclusively -that the back-

scatter modulation was associated with polarization rotation.

A. TRANSMITTER POLARIZATION SWITCHED BETWEEN VERTICAL AND ELLIPTICAL

1. Experimental Data

Figures 36 and 37 show oblique ionograms taken between Los Baffos

and Bearden, Arkansas (i.e., to the east from Los Ba.os) on 5 and 7 Feb-

ruary 1969, respectively. These data were recorded at nearly the same

time of day, before each day's backscatter run. Figure 37 shows a modu-

lation of the 1-hop (lower) trace due to polarization rotation with frc-

quency [Epstein, Refs. 44, 45]. Figure 36 shows this condition clearly

only near the maximum usable fiequency (MUF); and it is conjectured thot

o and x modes were unequally attenuated over other porticns of these data.

Sweeney [Ref. 471 has shown a great deal of data which demonstrates that

as a rule, polarization rotation with frequency is seen much more often

than not. This has als) been the author's experience while operating the

system. It is therefore evident that the -Los Bailos receiving array is
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DATE: 2-5-69 -

TIME: 1638 UT ,:. .. ,

BEARING: 90 °

SWEEP -
RATE: 250kHz/s

INTEGRATION _. ,1 " " "
TIME: 0.5sec

RESOLUTION
LIMIT: 8/4;s

''wo

-LJ
1- ', I,;, ° ' ' "-', ':

7 10 15 20 25 3

FREQUENCY (-MHz)

Figure 36. SFCW oblique sounding to the east (Bearden, Ark.), on
5 Feb. 1969.
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DATE: 2-7-69

TIME: 1640 UT
BEARING: 90~'V-

S WEEP
RATE: 250kHz/s

NTEGRATION
TIME 0.5 sec

RESOLUTION
LIMIT: 8 Ls

w

7 10 15 20 25 30
FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 37. Same as Fi1g. 36, except taken on 7 Feb. 1969, at Vie same
time of day.
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u.ually not too large tu discriminate against polarization rotation.

Hence, during the period 5-7 February 1969, it was conjectured that the

thumbprint" lihe families appearing in the wide-frequency swept data of

Figs. 17-241 were associated with polarization rotation. Indeed, the

per.'odic nature or these lines closely resembles the expected behavior

or V, from the last chapter.

On b.ti ays, the crossd-LPA system was used at the transittter,

an' it was relatively simple to feed these antennas one at a time. or

together (out of phase). On 5 February At'S9, it was found that switching

between vertical and hori-zontal polarization on alternate records pro-

(hiced no consistent difference between tihe appearance of the lines--e-ther

their position or their spacings. It was believed that this was due to

the I minute time lapses between these records, causing the lines to

change because of the passage of time.

On 7 February 1969, Cie crossed LPA's were. arranged so that

they could also be fed simultaneous±y, out of phase, as described in

Chapter III. It was desired to transmit nearly circular polarization over

sone portion of a backscatter record--at some frequency and slant -range.

Figares 38, 39 and 40 show the results of the experiment in which the trans-

mitter polarization was switched between vertical (only) and the phased

condition described in Chapter III. These data were obtained in exactly

the smie fashion as in Figs. 17-24-. The system parameters are lizted on
the figures. When the transmitter polarization was elliptical It was de-

noted "circular", as the latter was the intended polarization. As for

Figs. 21-24 taken on the same day, the sweep rate was 500 kllz/sec. However,

the records in Figs. 38 and 40 were reprocessed at double the time taken to

record the data, so that the effective sweep rate was 250 kllz/sec as noted.

This circumstance represents only a reprocessing convenience.

From Fig. 38 it may be concluded that there is a noticeaDle dif-

ference between Lhe thumbprint lines when the transmitting polarization
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is switched between vertical and so-called "circular". It is seen that

the clarity of the ]ines is reduced when the polarization is "circular".

From Chapter III, it may be concluded that circu' arlty should be most uicarl,

attained at the lower left and upper right portions of these data.

Figure 39 shows some of the data of Fit . 38, but more highly

resolved. The same character of line clarity is seen, and near the top

half of the data, the polarization lines are iemoved- almost entirely--

when the transmit polarization is "circular". Essentially the same thing

was seen 3 hours later, as shown in Fig. 40.

2. Comparison With Theory

It is clear that when lines appear in the data their spacings

in the time-delay and frequency dimensions are reg:ilar and periodic, as

predicted by the expressions for Vr which contain sines and cosines.

Referring to the work of the last chapter, the appropriate theoretical

predictions of the character of received voltage, Vr, versus polarization

rotation, £ , are those for which the receiver polarization is vertical.

It is most reasonable to assume that the sea also favors vertical polari-

zation. Thus it is true that AQ = AQ' = = . (This will also hold

if the sea is polarization-independent.)

The results for the monostatic sounder given by Eqs. (36) and (37)

predict that enhancements in V due to a favorable polarization align-rm
ment will be less discernable for circular transmitted polarization-.-as

when comparing cos 2 to Icos I. It appears that something similar to

this simplified result has occurred, even though the Stanford sounder

is bistatic.

The expressions for Vr when the sounder is bistatic, and when

the transmitter polarization is switched between vertical and circular

[Eqs. (15) and (21)1, unfortunately do not lend themselves to ready in-

terpretation or comparison.
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Just previous to the time at which these data were recorded,

wide-frequency-swept data revealed "thumbprint" lines, so that the peri-

odic backscatter enhancements shown in Fig, 41 represent a cross sectio,1

of the lines in the time delay dimension, averaged over a 240 kIIz band-

width. Even though the 16 and 8 psec data do not utilize the full Af in

the spectrum analysis, this type of display prohibits the realization of

smaller Af's--since the sweeps are repeated once per second and are -closely

spaced, thus causing the human eye to average over what might be a se-

quence of slanted lines at each enhancement.

The sweeps were short enough so that changes in the line struc-

ture from sweep to sweep were very small. Therefore, it was advantageous

to switch the transmitter polarization between vertical ("V") and hori-

zontal ("H") as noted on the data. This made the two polarization states

well defined, thus escaping the uncertainties which arise when attempting

to transmit circular polarization. For convenience in data display, the

polarization was switched every 10 seconds as shown.

The results of Fig. 41 give conclusive proof that this type of

modulation on sea backscatter is associated with polarization rotation.

In fact, the amplitude of the backscatter fror many time delays can be

controlled by simply changing the transmitter polarization. It may be

noted further that given backscatter enhancements for a given polariza-

tion slant downwards with the passage of time. Hence, at a constant time

delay, the backscatter amplitude fluctuates with time of day. The period

between a maxima and minima in this case is about 2 minutes (extrapolating)

which agrees with past measurements of polarization fading' on one-way-

propagated signals. A discussion of the specific patterns of the polar-

ization-m6dulation fluctuations will be given later. For the moment, it

is sufficient to note that the fluctuations are regular and periodic,

as predicted by the equation for Vr.
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The dynamic range of the display in Fig. 41 is about 10 dB.

This indicates that the difference in backscatter amplitude between a

peah and a null is also about this much. To investigate this further,

single sweeps occurring at 2359:59 and 0000:02 UT were reprocessed to

display backscatter amplitude versus time delay (A scans). Figure 42

shows this. A portion of Fig. 41 is included for ease in reference.

The record at 2359:59 UT is actually the last sweep recorded in the

continuous-time data, at which time the polarization was horizontal.

The second data, recorded 3 seconds later, was that for which the polar-

ization had been switched to vertical. This segment of data reveals

a periodicity in backscatter amplitude; and, if the scans for the two

polarizations are carefully compared, one notes that a near minimum

in backscatter amplitude shifts to a maximum after a period of just 3

seconds--during whiclh the transmitter polarization was switched. The

clearest examples of this occur between 10.6 and 12.2 msec. It is noted

that the amplitude displays are linear in voltage, and that 10 dB -ex-

cursions between adjacent peaks and nulls are not uncommon.

The data shown in Fig. 43 were recorded just a few minutes

earlier than that in Fig. 42, and are presented now in order to dem-

onstrate the dependence of polarization modulation on antenna beam-

width. As noted on the figure, approximately the left half was recorded

using 1/8 of the full receiving array (i.e., a subarray) or a -6 dB

beamwidth of 4.0 deg. Then, at 2351:45 UT the full array was switched

in to operation, decreasing the beamwidth to 0.5 deg. In both cases,

the receiver was AGC controlled, so that the average receiver output

voltage was about the same. When the full array is used, the polar-

ization modulation "bars" are clearly discernible. However, when a single

subarray is ased, it is difficult to identify this phenomenon. It is
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CONTROLLED - POLARIZATION BACKSCATTER FROM

THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN: (4 NOV 69)

1/8 OF FULL ARRAY ----- FULL ARRAY

TIME 2350 2351 2352 2353 2354 UT

13,.0I4

E. ~ ',.I

,A 44

E 4 W '

106-

TRANSMIT __.V1HV IHIV IHIVH I VIH IV IHIV IHIV IH I VIHIV I HVIH IVIHF

POLR IZATON BEARING AT LOS BANOS: 280 DEG.

FREOUENCY; 20,22 MHz
BANDIDTH240kHz

SWEEP RATE 25OkHz/s, I SWEEP/sec
INTEGRATION TIME- 0.5 sec 05IE.(ulory
ANTENNA -6dB BEAMWIDTH: O5DEG.I8o (full orray)

Figure 43. Same as Fig. 41, except that the receiving antenna beamwidth
is 4.0 degs on the left and 0.5 deg on the right. This record
shows the effect of antenna beamnwidih or, the ability to resolve
polarization modulation.
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A

probable that this result explains why polarization modulation has not

been identified by other workers using smaller sounding antennas.

Figure 44 shows data that were taken in an attempt to display

the behavior of polarization modulation with azimuth while it was being

observed to vary with time delay. Thus, immediately after each frequency

sweep, the receiver bearing was stepped in 1/4 deg increments. The data

on the left were recorded exactly like Figs. 41 and 43, but with a bearing

scan of 2800 to 275-1/40, as noted. The data on the right were taken two

weeks earlier, and are included for comparison. From the previous data

we expect to see polarization modulation between about 9.8 and 12.2 msec

on the left two records. A careful examinaticn of the data between these

time delays reveals periodic sets of lines which slope upwards while pro-

gressing to the right. These look similar to those which appear on the

data for 22 October 1969, although one cannot say for sure that the lat-

ter are clue to polarization rotation. The heavy, somewhat blotchy ampli-

tude enhancements between about 11.4 and 13.4 msec on the left are most

likely caused by ionospheric-irregularity focusing. Reference to Georges

and Stephenson's work [Ref. 59] suppor s this conclusion. It is clear

that if a 4.0 deg beamwidth antenna had been used at this time, both the

polarization and focusing variations would have been averaged over, which

explains the data in Fig. 43.

2. Comparison With Theory

The results of Figs. 41-44 demonstrate (on the day of measure-

menc) that the pulse lengths (AT) of 16 to 4 sec are obviously small

enough to render the polarization modulation detectable over most of

the data. Indeed, the amplitude peaks are spaced by 100 to 200 gsec.

It is also clear that Af and Aq0 for the full array are small enough.

It may be true however, that Af is too large near the skip distance (or

minimum time delay) since it is known that the Faraday rotation with
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SWEPT-AZIMUTH BACI<SCATTER FROM THE
NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN

(5 NOV 69) (22 OCT 69)

0019 UT 0019 UT I0137:30 UT_
170 138 A4. 23-

I '~'" 1 21..........

...........

-12 2-1, ! 114- 1 - . .

TV

106 10.6-'

;279 2761279 276!279 2761 1279 2761279 2761279 27611 1'T 11F
280 280 280 280 280 280 280 280 20 275 270

LOS BAN~OS ANTENNA BEARING (deg)
BEARING SWEEP: 2800 -275 1/40, I/4 0/sec........................ 2800-270o, 1/40 /sec
FREQUENCY. 20.22 MHz.. ................................ ........... 29.22 MHz
BANDWIDTH: 240 kHz......................................... .450 kHz
SWEEP RATE: 250 kHr.'s, I SWEEP/sec_.................... ....... 500 kHz/s, I SWEEP/sec
INTEGRATION TIME: 0.25, 0.5 sec ......................... ..... 0.25 sec
ANTENNA- 6 dB BEAMWIOTH: 0. 50 DEG .......................... 0.34 DEG.

Figure 44. Data similar to Fig. 41, except that the transmit polarization was
always vertical and the receiving azimuth was scanned in time. This
record shows why a larger antenna beamwidth will average over th.,
fine-scale polarization modulations, as proved in Fig. 43.
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frequency rate increases near this region. This probably explains why

the polarization modulation becomes blurred between 9.6 and 10.6 msec,

as it also blurs near the backscatter leading edge of Figs. 38-40.

Furthermore, it may also be true that a certain amount of averaging in

the frequency domain occurs for the data at the higher time delays,

which could modify the expected change in Vr when the polarization is

switched. However, since the dynamic range of the polarization modula-

tion is about 10 dB, it ippears that such averaging is usually minimal.

For a vertical receiving antenna and scatterer, Eqs. (2P) pre-

dict che change in Vrm for a moostatic sounder to be such as to compare

cos2  (Tx vert) to jIsin (20)1 (Tx horizontal). The general results

for the bistatic sounder give Vr's of Icos (Ir + at) + cos ((4 -

and k in- (c + n t ) + sin (Q/ - Qt) l [Eq. (16)] for transmitter (Tx)

polarizations of vertical and horizontal, respectively. One thls expects

to see a shift in the maxima in backscatter amplitude and perhaps a

change in the periodicity for the two transmit polarizations. It is

observed in Fig. 41 that such occurs. Over very limited portions, one

sees something similar to the prediction for the monostatic sounder

geometry. In other -portions of the data, such as around 12.6 msec,

values of Q1 - 01 = ,/4, 5Tr/ 4 , etc would yield Vr'S to explain the

half-period shifts of the backscatter enhancements. It is also true,

however, that the Vr expressions for a polarization independent scatterer

[Eqs. (18)] would yield the same result at these time delays, but since

it fails at others, the data and theory suggest that the sea is not

polarization-independent.

It again becomes evident that unless the specific relation

between 0 r' t (4, and q' is known for the bistatic sounder, one

cannot uniquely prove the theoretical expectations for Vr . It is

clear beyond reasonable doubt, however, that the expected character

of V is reproduced by the data, and that the new type of backseatter
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amplitude modulation is caused by the rotation of polarization. It is

probably true that as one proceeds higher in time delay, the value of

(1 - £), as well as (Or + t), chanu! so that the degree of period

shift in amplitude maxima (with change in polarization) varies with

time delay.

C. DISCUSSION

The periodi, behavior of the line families in the backscatter data

clearly resembles the expected appearance of Vr in the frequency, azimuth,

and time delay dimensions. The Zact that the modulation changes when

the transmitter polarization is switched, gives conclusive proof that

polarization rotation accounts for this new type of behavior. Also,

the dyna~aic range of the modulation ;,as about 10 dB as expected

theoretically.

The changes in the position and periodicity of the polarization

modulation in the data can be explained using an appropriate Vr expres-

sion from the last chapter; however, since the sounder is bistatic, it

was not uniquely possible to verify a single expression for Vr from the

theory. It is clear that if the expressions for Vr are to be verified

exactly, a monostatic sounder would be extremely useful. More theoreti-

cal work regarding the bistatic geometry is also needed.

Although the frequency bandwidth, Af, may have been too large in

some portions of the data in Figs. 41-44 to satisfy Eq. (41), both it

and AT were small enough at other time delays to permit polarization

modulation. These Af and AT are not difficult to obtain, and many

other workers have done so. It was shown that antenna beamwidth, Ay,

is really the major constraint on the visibility of the modulation, from

which it is concluded that "polarization modulation" is not likely to

be seen using an cast-west backscatter path when smaller antennas are
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used. For example, over the Pacific-Ocean path the use of a 4 deg

-6 dB beamwidth renders the polarization modulation undetectable.
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VII. CONCLUSION

It will be recalled that the purpose of the research described-

herein was to investigate a new type of periodic modulation on back-

scatter echoes from the sea. This modulation first appeared on swept-

frequency backscatter data of which Figs. 17-24 are typical. The purpose

has been fulfilled as follows:

A. SUhMRY OF RESULTS

A brief history of general backscatter resccrch was given, then the

topic wap narrowed down to the consideration of sea backscatter alone.

In particular, it was noted that the sea possesses a "resonant"

scattering behavior, whereby the sea-wave components (in the continuous

sea-energy spectrum) whose crests are spaced by half the radio wave-

length usually do most of the backscattering. In view of this, and

because the energy in these sea waves "saturates" at moderately low wind

speeds (10 - 15 knots), the sea's cross section per uni-t ara should be

much more continuous than the land's, versus range and azimuth from the

sounder. On the basis of these observations, a theory was developed by

others which -predicts that the sea's backscatter cross section per unit

area should be primarily vertically polarized at elevation angles below

30 deg. This theory agrees with previous experimental measurements at

both HP and microwave frequencies, but more HF measurements of the

magnitude and polarization- dependence of the sea-backscatter crops sec-

tion- are clearly needed. Using the 2.5 km receiving array and the SFCW

waveform described herein, one can achieve areas of illumination more

highly resolved than -ever before. Hence, it is possible to it.slate and
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studv new features of sea backscatter. The first evidence of this came

whn, during routine recordings of sea backscatter during the fall and

uinter mionihit, it was fuand that tie more highly-resolved data revealed

a new type of irudulation--periodic in time-delay and frequency--which

ut'ually rese libled th,41t. Ints on the time-delay-frequency plots. Super-

Iicially-similar lines had been seen on backscatter data before, but

these already had been explained as resulting from ionospheric focusing,

The " thubp!'0nt" Ilnes were decidedly different from "focusing" lines,

and moreover, the former \%,.re seen only in sea backscatter, while the

tat-ter are seen also over the land. Mluldrew [Ref. 321 suggested that

large suells at sea could produce backscatter enhancements which also

appear as lines on swept-frequency data. Such lines were seen using

comp .ratively broad-beaml ed atennas, and Muld-ew deCidd that an iono-

spheric mechanism could not have produced them. It seems rather that

the sea's typical behavior is to be more continuous in backscatter

amplitude, and that the "thumbprint" type of backscatter modulation was

decidedly due to an ionospheric phenomenon. The only reasonable hypothe-

Ris uas that magnetoionic splitting in the ionosphere produced a polar-

ization-rotauion modulation on the received backscatter signals, and

that the continuity of the sea cross section polarization dependence

was responsible for making the lines visible only over :he sea.

Thi-s hypothesis uas interpreted by writing the expressions for the

phase paths of tie various ordinary (o) and e.-traordinary (x) modes which

rtuld travel from the transmitter to the scatterer and combine at the

receiving ant, -ia. Simple trigonometric expressions which described the

'.a. in wnichi the rotation ot polarization can modulate sea-backscatter

amplitude were then dee'ived. The expressionas were first listed for the

general, bistatic geometry, atsuning different polarization states for

the trainsmitter, the sea, and the receiver. Later, the expressions

were simplified greatly bly assuming a monostatic sounder. Then, using
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an approximate computer iaytracing technique and representative iono-

spheric models, synthetic backscatter records wer. constructed which

showed (approximately) the expected characteristics of what is termed

polarization modulation". The predicted thumbprint 2ines agreed very

well with those observed experimentally, which ]ends some credence to

the mathematical theory. Tt is concluded further, that the inability

to detect polarization modulation during the summer is due to its more

sensitive dependence upon frequency, time delay, and azimuth during that

season. In general, since the thc.'retical expressions for received vol-

tage contain sines, cosines and constants, these expressions can be

adapted to explain the continuity and periodic behavior of the thumb-

print lines on the basis of polarization rotation.

Conclurive proof of the above theory was established experimentally

by changing the transmn.tted polarization while succG sive backscatter

records were recorded. Figure 39 shows that when the transmitter polariza-

tion is switched from "vertical" to "circular" a distinct change in the

"polarization modulation" occurs. It is usually seen that for "circular"

polarization the thumbprint lines are more blurred. The -data of -Fig. 41

represent the clearest evidence that the new type of backscatter modula-

tion is caused by polarization rotation. The shift in the periodicity

and "phase" of the enhancements were correlated with the theory. It was

concluded that the sea-backscattering cross section was not polarization-

independent, but rather it was linearly polarized, as predicted by its

most up-to-date model (Chapter II). Recause of the complexity of the

theory for the bistatic sounder geometry, however, it was not possible

to verify a unique expressicn for received voltage changes as a function

of transmit polarizarion.

By virtue of the results shown in both Fig. 41 and Fig. 42, it was

concluded that the variation in backscatter amplitude can easily be as

much as 10 d., as predicted theoretically. This also shows that the
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quasi-longitudinal (QL) approximation (Chapter V) holds much of the

time, for waves entering and exiting the ionosphere. This was also

predicted on the basis of the model.

It was also shown that the ability to detect "polarization modula-

tion" over the east-west Pacific-Ocean path depends on the effective

antenna beamwidth of the sounder. For the Los Banos array and single

LPA combination, the -6 dB beamwidth of the former is appropriate to

use as the "equivalent" beamwiclth. As Fig. 43 dramatically illustrates,

when this equivalent beanwidth is broadened from 1/2 to 4 degrees the

polarization modulation is undetectable. The azimuth-scanned fixed-

frequency backscatte±' of Fig. 44--and its theortical counterpart, Fig. 34--

explain this beamwidth dependence very well. In fact, a beamwidth of

2 (leg is not likely to be sufficient to resolve polarization modulation

over the east-west backscatter path. Previous backscatter sounders have

achieved frequency bandwidths and pulse lengths as narrow as those de-

scribed herein, but the narrox-beamwidth capabilit of the Los Banos

receiving array has yet to be achieved elsewlhere. The azimuthal-dependence

of polarization rotation therefore probably explains why polarization

modulation on sea-backscattei amplitude has not been positively identified

in previous work.

B. APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The results just described should be applicable to future back-

scatter studies using high azimuthal resolution in the following ways:

(1) Once identified, polarization .modulation could be controlled

by (a) c. nqinir the transmitted polarization, (b) allowing time to pro-

gress (it conditions are suitable), or (c) changing the radio frequency.

If desired, this modulation could be eliminated entirely by using

circularly-polarized transmitting and receiving antennas.
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(2) Since the character of the modulation is a function of the

polarization dependence of the sea backscatter, and since this dependence

could change slightly with sea-state changes--more so when the first-

order sea doppler is filtered out--one might be able to detect changes

in the polarization dependence of the sea-backscattering cross section

per unit area. This factor should be correlated with storm activity at

sea.

(3) It is clear that the measurcment of changes in sea state at

a distance using high resolution, must be able to account for polariza-

tion modulation--since this effect tends to alter the otherwise smoothly

varying amplitude of sea backscatter with slant range, azimuth, and

frequency..

(4) The fact that polarization modulation may be predicted to

first order using computer raytracing, means that variations in iono-

spheric structure (e.g., the shape of the profile) may be studied by

the way in which they affect the modulation. This information could

then be used to interpret ionospheric structure from the experimental

backscatter data. Furthermore, the polarization modulation line structure

may be -predicted for any part of the world. (It is clear, however, that

more accurate computer programs should be developed.)

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

(1) Determine the allowable frequency bandwidth and- range resolu-

tions for detecting polarization rotation. How does this bandwidth

change as the minimum tim'ie delay ever the backscatter path is approached?

(2) Record the polarization-rotation amplitude modulation on sea

backscatter at night.

(3) Measure the polarization dependence of the sea's HF back-

scattering cross section per unit area, versus the sea state.
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(4) Study the effect of sea state on polarization modulation. If

possible, filter out the first-order doppler components of the sea'

backscatter.

(5) Consider what happens to the polarization-modulation lines

when the polarization .'.pendence of the sea's backscattering cross sec-

tion is well defined, but not linear.

(6) Consider the behavior of polarization modulation when the

o and x modes are unequally attenuated or are not circularly polarized.

(7) Investigate the effect of ionospheric irregularities on the

structure of polaiization-modulation lines. For example, record such

data during the generation of ionospheric turbulence by a solar flare.

(8) Develop a more accurate method for predicting polarization

modulation using computer raytracing.

(9) Investigate the behavior of polarization modulation when

sounding along a north-south backscatter path.
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Figure 45. Coordinate system for the Appleton equations.
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Appendix A

THE POLARIZATION OF THE MAGNETOIONIC COMPONENTS AND FARADAY ROTATION

In recent years, the concept of "total" or accumulated" Faraday

rotation has been use.d to define polarization measurements on signals

transmitted from satellites to the ground. For HF oblique propagation,

this concept can lead to confusion. Therefore, after reviewing the

basic Appleton equations [after Ratcliffp, Ref. 68], an unambiguous

de,-inition of polarization rotation will be derived herein. This

groundwork is absolutely necessary for the proper development of the

theories regarding "polarization modulation" on se. backscatter

amplitude.

A. THE BASIC EQUATIONS FOR POLARIZATION AND REFRACTIVE INDEX

Assuming that the ionosphere is homogeneous, slowly varying, and

stable, ray theory [Ref. 68] may be used, and the expressions for wave

polarization R, and refractive index ji, may be written explicitly.

After Ratcliffe, the coordinate system shown in Fig. 45 is employed.

The z axis is always aligned with the wave normal (mN), ill the

direction of phase propagatioh. The earth's magnetic field intensity,

1H, lies in the y-z plane, such that its longitudinal component lies

in the z direction, a.:ld its tangential component in the y direction.

From Ratcliffe, the complete expression for the polarization, R, of the

characteristic waves is

I - X- iZ :F Y (Al)
S y L_ - X - iZ+ 2
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This expression describes two elliptical waves whose electric field com-

ponents in the x and y direction, E and E respectively, have a relativex y

amplitude and phase determined by R.

The quratity "X" is equal to U2/w , where w = 2T77, the radio-
N"

frequency in radians/sec, and V, is the "plasma frequency"; ( is equal
27. N N

to (271) 8.061(10), where N is the local electron density in
3

e1ec trons/n Thu1s

80.61N(0) 6  (A2)
f II

where f is the frequency in 11I1z. It was always true that W > (0 in the
M N

zuthor's worl., so that X > 1, and usually X >> 1.

The quantity "Z" is equal to v/W where V is the frequency of colli-

sion of electrons with heavy particles. Budden [Ref. 57] indicates that
V 510 5. Also, using formulas for V given by Rateliff [Ref. 68] Z is-2

found to be less than 10 in the hF band (3-30 AdH-z), in the E layer,-5

and less than 10 in the F layers. Clearly then, Z << 1. Finally,

since it was usually true that X << 1, Z << (I - X) at HF, so that Z

can be neglected.

Defining WU = po lelf/m to be the "angular gyro-frequency," then
1I 0

Y = -cos 0W/w, and Y - sin O / , where,- from Fig. 45, 0 is the
LHI T If

angle between the WN and B 0 Using the values for the ; , and e/a for0 0

an electron, [Ref. 56), W = 3.52(10) 4I(2T), so that

0. 0352 HYL =- cose

Y1T = C"sn 8 0.0352 iffM

Y -sill 60035211 (A3)
1803 )
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The refractive index, 11, of the ionosphere £1ef. 68) is given by:

2 X
1 (1 -iYLR) (A4)

WVben one neglects the earth's riagnetic field, YL = 0, so that IL (no field)
L. N

is given by

2
% 1 - X (no field) . (A5)

B. THE INTERPRETATION OF R AND p

Using Eqs. (Al) and (A3), denoting R and R as those when the upper

and lower sign are taken in R, and noting that It u = 1, we can write

-i cos eV P = ,(A6)
YT n + Cos 2 l + YT sin e1

4(1 X) 22(1 - X)

1
RR

u

It is noted that Ijl I.J1, and since (i - x) is always positive, the

denominator of R iE always positive, so that the sign of R is de'terminedU u

solely by the value of e. Since the phase of P. and R A is h 90 deg, theu

ellipse traced by each wave will have its major axis aligned with the x

or y axis, depending upon which R is greater. Accordingly, the two

ellipses are perpendicular. It is also seen that IRu I deteimiines
the ellipticity (or axis ratio) of the two waves.
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1. Defining the "o" and ix" Waves

Referring to Eq. (A4) we can rewrite the expression for p as

Pu and p.,, corresponding to the upper and lower signs in 11, as

2 X
= 1

ILl Ul

(A7)

2 XK = - 1I - y 'L/ AU I

Since it is true that IRI < 1, A deviates further from pN (no field)

than does p u" Accordingly, it has become the convention to denote

1 = R for the "ordinary" (o) wave, and R = Re for the "ectraordinary"0 U

(x) wave. Likewise, po = 1i and' p = p' It is then seen from Fig. 45

that, since III I 1, ID I E I. hence the major axis of the "o"

ellipse is on the y axis--most nearly aligned with the 11 field. Likewise,

the "x" ellipse major axis is aligned with the x-axis, perpendicular *o

the field--hence acted on more so by it. Finally, since YL I << J for

'the frequencies used by the author, p 0 p .
o x

These two characteristic waves (o and x) will be generated

when a linear wave goes into the ionosphere, and will propagate independ-

ent of one another unless mode coupling occurs. Since we can neglect

collisions (Z = 0), and since X << 1 mode coupling can only occur if a

ray strikes an irregularity in the ionosphere; this effect is assumed

to be small, thus negligible.
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2. The Direction of Rotation

The direction of rotation of the o and x waves are determined

by the sign of R and R . After referring to Fig. 45, i 0 > e Z 900,
0 x

so that the sign of R is minus, then since R = E /E , the o wave will
0 x y

rotate counterclockwise (CCw) when vie, ed from behind the wave (in tile z

direction). It then follows that the x wave will rotate clockwise (CWM.

When 90 > e 180P, the direction of rotation is reversed.

B. THE "QL" APPROXIMATION

It is often true that a considerable simplification in the expressions

for R and p can be made. by assuming that

4

(QL) -- << 1 1 - X(A8)
2

4YL

This is called the "quasi-longitudinal" (QL) approximation. Using

Eqs. (A2) and- (A3), assuming that -X << 1. and letting H = .1 = 25, it iso

calculated that the QL approximatiGn is ialid over the following ranges

of e:

d: 63.5P' 3 MHz)

(QL) e within ± 80.70 from 0 or 1800 at 10 MHz (A9)

4 86.80 30 MHz)

Clearly, the QL approximation will be valid over most ray paths--except

those along the magnetic equator (which were not invclved in the author's

work). The polarization and direction of rotation then become
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-i cos

0oCose9

(QL) (AIO)

R E!- -R ,
x 0

I I  +i

Direction of Rotation = CCW i£ R =

and the proper sign of R is preserved. Hence R • i, and the0, X

characteristic waves are circularly polarized. Then, for the two

characteristic waves, Eq. (A) becomes

21 2 X (ordinary)

0 L

(QL) (All)

U I - L (extraordinary)

These expressions and mode identifications also agree with Ratcliffe

[Ref. 68"].

Since X << 1. "d IY < , it is again concluded that p '

but that tLhe direction of rotation of the o and x modes will clhange when

the sign of cos e changes.
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C. FARADAY ROTATION

When a radio wave enters the ionosphere and splits into the 0 and

x waves, each of these components will accumulate a different phase while

it propagates enroute to a receiving point or scattering region. When

the time delay of the two modes is not resolved (using long pulses and/or

large scattering surfaces), the addition of the energy propagated by the

two paths will determine a resultant polarization. The ellipticity and

orientation of this polarization is determined by the relative magnitude

and phase of the o and x modes, and by IRI which defines the ellipticity

of the two wave components.

The relative magnitude of the two components is determined by

propagation losses and the exciting polarization. For the present it is

assumed that the o and x components have equal amplitude. It is also

assumed that the o and x modes will come down out of ionosphere circularly

polarized; or, equivalently, that the QL approximation holds at the bot-

tom of the ionosphere.

The phase accumulated by each mode can be determined by integrating

its refractive index over the actual path followed by the wave energy.

When X <<I, the wave normal and direction of propagation are the same,

so that [Refs. 56,57]

P = fpds
o path

(A12)

P = r xds
x path

where P and P are the phase paths of the o and x mdes, respectively.o X

In principle, the o path and x path are not equal, so that the integrals

are separate. Moreover, these paths can be determined by constraining

the ground distance to be the same (as in point-to-point communication),
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or by constraining the time delay of the modes to be equal; the latter

case has application to backscattor. Thus, the phase between the o and

x modes is equal to

:L. T - p ](A13)

where X 0is the free-space radio wavelength.

When the two equal-amplitude circiilar waves are added a linear re-

sultant will be produced. The angle, Q. by which this resultant deviates1

from transmitted polarization reference is given by [Refs. 44, 56]

lil = ](Phase difference)I

(A14)

= Ip -Pj
0 o

0

where the subscript "i" emphasized that this is denoted the instantaneous

value of Faraday rotation. The absolute value signs are present to avoid

confusion over the sign of (P - P x), since one must examine this signo x

and the sign of R , in order to determine whether 2. is a CW or CCW angle
0 1

(looking in the z direction). Often, it is sufficient to know only 10.l
but for others, it is not. For the latte; the following rules apply:

1. If (Po - Px) is positive, the o mode experiences a phase
lag, so that A0i is in the direction in which x mode is
rotating.

2. Likewise, if (Po - Px) is negative, A~i is in the direction

that the o mode is rotating.
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These rules may be summed up by the following expression:

0 [--P )sign (r,.) CIX 0 xL EXIT <0 CC I

(AIS)

P x(Po- x -R
X-EXIT

where the sign of (Rx) exiting the ionosphere is given by

x I EXIT

This final result is completoly general, and makes no assumptions

about the ionosphere except that: if P and P are found using Eq. (A12),

then it must be true the X << I is satisfied. Also, if Z = 0, then

sign (1) = sign (cos e).

In the event that the dewncoming waves are not circularly polarized,

it is still true that each may be broken down inta a sum of a linear

plus a-circular wave, and that the circular components of each wav.- will

add to produco a Faraday-rotated resultant, according to Eq. (A15).

It is found, however, that the downcoming waves appear to be very

nearly circular most of the time.
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Appendix B

THE SIGN OF "o - Px"

The purpose of this section is to show that the difference between

o and x phase paths, P - Px ,is greater than zero when the time delay

of the o and x modes is equal, and when the two modes travel through

nearly identical ionospheres, in nearly the same direction.

The derivative of the phase path, P, of a characteristic mode

with respect to distauce along the path, s, is given by [Refs. 56, 571

dP = P CO e( l- cs , (Bt)
ds

where cos a becomes significantly different than I when u << 1. The

"group path,f' P', is proportional to time delay, and its derivative is

given by

_P d(WJL
d. = cos C? (B2)

ds dW

If it can be shown that

dP dP' dP dP'
0 o x x (M)

ds ds ds ds '

then it will be true that the accLmulated ratio of phase path to group

path will be greater for the o mode. Thus, when the time delays (group

paths) of the two modes are equal, it will be true that P - P > 0.
0 x
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Proceeding,

d (W,) +dp(B4)
dW dw

so we must show that

du d L
x >

dW dW

The complete expression for t, assuming that collisions are negligible

(z = 0), is given by [Ref. 68]:

22 X 4 /2 (B6)

1 YT T Y 2]1 y x [4l1 + y~j/
X 4(1 X) L

where thF symbols are defined elsewhere.

Let

D = D D
1 2

2
YT

D I TD1 = 2(1-X) ' (137)

2 ~ X)2  LY~

The upper (+) sign represents the "o" mode, and the lower (-) sign, the

"x" mode, since X, YT' YL < 1. It is then found that

d = --[2 +I (B8)dw 2 dW T
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and that

[ 2 /
dD 1 T I T 2Y 4 B-- - + 2Y Bg

dw (1- X) 2  2D2 (I X)3

and finally,

2 421
Y_ X T I TLdw 2 2 2 4( -h D3 2 B0

dW W(D 1 :h D )2 2(1 - X) 2  2 4(-X)3 +

where the upper sign is taken for the "o" mode, the lower for the "X"

mode.

We assume that X, YT' and YL are nearly the same for the two modes,

and it is noted that pL 0> ± and that (D - D ) < (DI + D 2 )  thus to

satisfy Eq. (B5) it is sufficient to show that

1 1 "x"- 1 (1o"1) > o (Bn1)
DI - D2  D1 + D2

where the brackets are those defined by Eq. (BIO). After more algebra,

Eq. (BIl) becomes

S2_ LD(D 2 - K) + D2 (I + L)] > o

D 2-D2 22
1 2

where

1 Y T L

K D , (1312)D2 4( -X)

and
2

Yx
T

(1 - X)
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I
which becomes

3Y_ Y[ 2 . 3X) Y4 6 2X) Y 6 x
2Y(1 X) L J)+ yT (BI3)

D2 (D 1 - D2 ) 2 4(1 X 4(1- x)3 4k*- x)I 0.

But D2 > 0, and

2 2
2 2 YT + YLix
D 2- D 1- T +YL 0 (B14)
1 2  (1 - X)

This expression is greater than zero for X < (1 - Y as assumed for
2 2

IIF oblique propagation. Furthermore, since YT' YL << 1, and for

X < 0.5, it will be true that

3Y 2 YY (1 -3X)3LTL >>., (B15)
2 4(1 - x)

so that Eq. (B13) does hold.

Therefore, it is concluded that P > P, when P P, and when
0 o x

the two modes travel through nearly the same ionosphere (as from an

antenna to the sea). This was shown for X < 0.5. Since u > ,

it will be true that P > P for larger X, but to show this requires0 X

more work. For the frequencies normally used by the author, however,

it was always true that X < 0.5.
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Appendix C

THE EVALUATION OF "EQUIVALENT BEAMWIDTH"

A. PURPOSE

It is known that polarization rotation is a function of azimuth

from the receiving antenna. In order to be able to detect "polariza-

tion modulation" on sea-backscatter amplitude, it was suggested in

Chapter V that it is necessary that this variation with azimuth be

small across the receiving antenna's main beam. The purpose of this

Appendix is to evaluate the "equivalent beamwidth," AY , which is

defined by

3600

=  G G(max)] rt (
r t 0

where G and Gt are the receiving and transmitting antenna gains asrt
functions )f the azimuth from the receiving antenna (yp). It is shown

later in Chapter V that the polarization rotation with azimuth should

be small compared to Ap
e

B. CALCULATION

For the Stanford system, G is that given for the wide aperturer

receiving array (Chapter III), and Gt is that for a single LPA. The

computation to be described here assumes that the LPA is vertically

polarized (as it was for most of the experimental data). Using Jasik's

equations [Ref. 89], a known beamwidth of 125 deg, and a front-to-back

ratio (F/B) of 15 dB, Gt may be expressed by
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0.0316 (-15 cD); 360 < cp' 1440

Gt = cos [ -2 J ; elsewhere (C2)

n = 4.410

where (P is the azimuth from the backscattering point to the transmitter.

A simplified sketch of the geometry is shown in Fig. 46. The field

sites are separated by d0 = 185.64 kin, and for the integration, the total0

(round-trip) range between the receiver, scatterer, and transmitter was

constant at 5340 km (which is a value that happens to apply directly to

another problem). The problem of finding q)' cannot be solved in closed

form, since the ground range and elevation angle to the scattering point

are not known for all 9p. This can be solved by trial and error on the

computer, but since over 2200 sets of calculations are necessary for each

pattern integration, the computer costs would then be prohibitively large.

Therefore, for the purpose of calculating e and 9/ it was assumed that

the elevation angle was constant at 5 deg. Since this value is small,

without too much error the planar geometry of Fig. 46 can be used to

calculate 90/ from y. Proceeding, we can use trigonometric identities

to express 9' as follows:

-1KcosU
S= 2 tan L sin CI (180 -151.1()

where

5340 - d (c3)
0

K -
o 5310 + (I

0

0

and 
151.1 -

C1 2
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Figure 46. Simplified planar geometry used to evaluate the transmitter
azimuth (P') from the receiver azimuth (p), in order to
integrate the gain product, GrIG, versus .
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The expressions in Eqs. (C2) and (C3), and those for G were pro-
r

grammed on a digital computer to evaluate Eq. (Ci). A radio frequency

)f 22.35 Mh1z was assumed (which also applies directly to another problem,

thus saving computer tLime). The output is plotted in Fig. 47, where I

represents the accumulated value of the normalized integral of Eq. (Ci)

as q increases. The azimuth scale is greatly expanded through the regions

of the major beams of G in the forward and backward directions. The
r

final value of I at (P = 360 (lg equals A(P . The -3 dB, the -6 dB, and
C

the null-to-null bcfamwidths of G are shown for reference. Front-to-back
r

ratios of 15 and 10 dB were computed for comparison and to account for

thu possibility of unequal ionospheric absorption between east and west.

'T'he accuracy of the computcr integration procedure is h 3 percent.

These results show that the -6 dB beamwidth of the receiving array

is appropriate to use as Acp . Furthermore, the contributions to the

integral via the main lobe of G versus those from all other azimaths

may be computed from Fig. 47 as follows: The amount outside the null-to

null beamwidt;h is down by 13.3 dB, and outside Acp it is down 8.3 dB,
e

for the 15 dB F/B. The corresponding values for the 10 dB F/B are 9.4

and 7.6 dB.

It is found by other authors [Refs. 41,86] that when the same an-

tenna is use:I for both transmitting and receiving in a radar system, the

-3 6B boamwidth of this antenna is appropriate to use as ACP . Moreover,
e

this result is indepen 'ent of the radio frequency. It is interesting
2

thal. this value would therefore be obtained if G ddP were integrated
r

(assuming a 15 dB F/B or so), rather than G G td (P. Since Gt does not

appreciably change with frequency (as .ssumed), it is likely that the

result for ACP obtained here does not change with frequency--such thate

the -6 dB beamwidth of G always defines it properly. The value of the
T
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0.7- 22.35 MHz

i 0.6 iI I II
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B 10dB F/B

.4 I I I 15dB F/B-

I I
-.- 3dB _BWI __

0.2 - r

0 .1 -II I I¢ ,
0.0 1_ _ L~ t__

0 89.5 90.0 90.5 180 269.5 270.0 270.5 360

RECEIVING AZIMUTH, 9S (deg)

Figure 47. Plot of the accumulated value of the normalized integral (I)

of GrGtdp versus receiving azimuth s. The final value at

= 360 deg defines the equivalent beamwidth, APe. Front-

to-back ratios of 10 and 15 dB were assumed for the single

vertical LPA defining Gt .
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Figure 48. Plot of the -6 dB beamwidth of the Los Baios receiving array
versus frequency. This beamwidth is approximately equal to Ae
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-6 dB beamwidth will, of course, change with frequency, and this is

plotted in Fig. 48 for the Los Banos receiving array. As a consequence

of the above calculation and assumptions, the plot in Fig. 48 also de-

fines the .alue of Ape with frequency.
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